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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

This paper aims to provide a review of the conceptual design and theoretical framework of the main control schemes proposed in the literature for unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs). Additionally, the objective of the paper is not only to present an overview of the recent control architectures validated on UUVs but also to give detailed experimental-based comparative studies of the proposed control schemes. To this end, the main control schemes, including proportional-integral-derivative (PID) based, sliding mode control (SMC) based, adaptive based, observation-based, model predictive control (MPC) based, combined control techniques, are revisited in order to consolidate the principal efforts made in the last two decades by the automatic control community in the field. Besides implementing some key tracking control schemes from the classification mentioned above on Leonardo UUV, several real-time experimental scenarios are tested, under different operating conditions, to evaluate and compare the efficiency of the selected tracking control schemes. Furthermore, we point out potential investigation gaps and future research trends at the end of this survey.

\section{1. Introduction and related work}

\subsection{1.1. Context}

The marine/underwater environments pose technical, scientific, and economic challenges in accessing most of their deeper floors \textsuperscript{1}Chen et al. (2018), Bibuli and Zereik (2018). Despite these environments covering approximately 71\% of the earth as well as supporting approximately 90\% of the life forms, the issues, mentioned above, associated with the environments make them highly unknown to humans Yang et al. (2021b). Therefore, exploration and exploitation of the underwater in a sustainable approach should result in huge benefits from various resources of the environments Vu et al. (2021), which are vital for enhancing the quality of human life. To have access to the resources of this strategic and resource-based environment, all its problems need to be faced with sophisticated and cutting-edge technologies, such as using intelligent systems Hu et al. (2020). Indeed, these systems will help in exploring the majority of the underwater environments, which remain presently unknown to humans. Even though several attempts have been made to access some areas, especially deeper regions, of the underwater environments using divers as well as manned submersibles (e.g. submarines), these conventional methods present significant safety issues to both the vehicles and the humans during deep-underwater missions. One of the main reasons for the inaccessible nature of the deeper sides of the underwater environments lies mainly in the hash geographical characteristics of the regions, which include poor visibility, extreme pressure, low temperature, high depth, unstructured terrain, etc. Jaffe et al. (2017), Zhang et al. (2021). All these challenges emphasize the necessity of fully autonomous systems equipped with cutting-edge/intelligent
capabilities to explore and exploit underwater environments Simetti et al. (2021a).

In view of the above-mentioned requirement, many research communities in the domain of robotics proposed deploying robots to explore and exploit the underwater environment. This leads to the evolution of a new era of robots called unmanned underwater vehicles/robots (UUVs) Yang et al. (2021a). Consequently, the discovery and exploitation of deep-oceans/seas areas in addition to the activities of maritime industries have recorded significant progress for the last two decades Heshmati-Alamdari et al. (2021). This success has been mainly achieved in the robotic community due to the effectiveness, reliability, and flexibility demonstrated by UUVs in helping humans to execute several underwater operations successfully. Moreover, these kinds of vehicles have the capacity to extend some of the intelligent actions of a human to highly unknown and unstructured underwater environments. In line with this philosophy, UUVs have been used predominantly in a variety of underwater applications Teeneti et al. (2021). Some of the applications of the UUVs include inspection and maintenance of marine structures, scientific investigation of marine environments/environments and their ecosystems, exploration and exploitation of subsea mineral deposits, surveillance and control of maritime borders, mine countermeasures, etc. Tijjani et al. (2021), Li et al. (2017). Based on these fascinating applications and more of the UUVs, in addition to their capabilities to operate in other sensitive undersea environments like iced regions Caharija et al. (2016), they have motivated a vast number of interdisciplinary research works aiming to investigate as well as efficiently utilize the subsea Nad et al. (2015). Furthermore, executing underwater operations using UUVs are cost-effective and safer when compared to the traditional techniques, where divers or submarines are deployed.
In spite of all the success and the advancement in the UUVs technology, several problems are faced during day-to-day underwater missions using the vehicles Kong et al. (2021). For instance, UUVs face many challenges in terms of communications, robust perception and sensing, reliable autonomy, etc. A reliable autonomous control scheme design is one of the persisting issues concerning autonomous vehicles’ technology in general, including UUVs as pointed out by Antsaklis (2020). It is worth noting that various marine operations, like high-quality deep-sea surveys Noguchi and Maki (2021), are possible through one or combination of motion scenarios such as high precision path following, target tracking, dynamic positioning, and trajectory tracking of the vehicles Kumar et al. (2007), Peng et al. (2021). Hence, it is essential to design a high precision control scheme that can autonomously guide these vehicles for successful marine tasks. However, unlike the autonomous systems prevalent in-air and structured environments, this new wave of autonomous systems (or UUVs) are operating in highly unknown and unstructured environments, where the UUVs depend only on their onboard sensors, computational algorithms, and actuators. Furthermore, the hydrodynamics effects, ocean loads (e.g. currents and waves), and coupled system’s states complicate the behavior of UUVs Liu et al. (2021a). For all these reasons, the vehicles are characterized by highly complex dynamics Batmani and Najafi (2021); Liu et al. (2017). Thus, the control system design for such vehicles becomes one of the most critical parts when building new UUVs Yan and Yu (2018). Although one can notice significant advancement in terms of UUVs control technology from the literature Boehm et al. (2021), still designing reliable autonomous control algorithms for UUVs to track a predefined trajectory remains a nontrivial task Seok Park (2015).

1.2. Motivation

The roles played by UUVs, in dealing with many challenges faced in various interdisciplinary fields, when exploring and exploiting marine/underwater environments motivated this survey. Apart from protecting and saving humans’ lives in many underwater operations, the UUVs are essential in providing genuine/accurate information of a vast number of maritime incidences beyond human control. Furthermore, the uncertainties and the low efficiency of manned subsmissions, in different marine applications such as maritime borders defence, lead to the increasing interest in UUVs research nowadays. Some of the major problems of submarines include (i) getting stuck in a confined deep-ocean/sea area, (ii) communication lost between the submarine and its based-station, etc. All these issues may result in putting the lives of the submarine crew members at risk. Examples of real-life scenarios reaffirming the reliability of UUVs in critical marine situations include:

- A submarine, which is identified as AS-28, was trapped by radar cables in an approximately 250 m depth in front of the Kamchatka, Russia Antonelli (2014). Many strategies have been deployed to rescue the submarine without achieving any success. However, a UUV named Scorpio successfully cuts the cables within 24 hours; as a result, all the seven crew members inside the vehicle have been rescued alive. Moreover, the submarine has been recovered in good condition during the operation.

- Recently, a 44-year-old Nanggala-402 submarine disappeared with its 53 crew members. Even though the UUVs have been lately deployed during the tragedy, the vehicles are able to recover some of the wreckage of the submarine within a short time. The wreckage has been found at a depth of around 840 m off the coast of Bali, Indonesia. Unfortunately, all the crew members of the submarine are lost due to the fatal explosion of the submarine.

In line with these critical applications of UUVs and the issues faced by the manned submarines, the UUVs are dominating almost all the aspects of the marine operations up-to-the-minute Tijjani and Chemori (2020). Following this philosophy, the present survey is primarily motivated to progressively revisit the main research works dealing with the autonomy of UUVs. To emphasize more, the survey focuses specifically on the autonomous control schemes of low-cost versions of the UUVs. It is worth noting that the recent technological advances in microprocessors, control systems, light/high capacity battery systems, intelligent sensors and improved vision systems improve the autonomy of the UUVs.

1.3. Challenging Issues Faced in Real-Time Control

1.3.1. General case of robotic systems

Complex nonlinear dynamics: The intrinsic nonlinear behavior of most of robotic systems makes them extremely challenging to control. Besides having multiple-input multiple-output dynamics Liu et al. (2019a), the dynamics of these systems become more and more complex when following some specific tasks, such as intervention operations. Indeed, the kinematics of robotic systems poses a constraint as it is not always defined and invertible when represented using the well-known Euler angles notations. It is worth noting that the kinematics is a fundamental mathematical function utilized for 3-dimensional (3D) transformations between the reference frames in the control law design of robotic systems. Therefore, a constraint based robust nonlinear control scheme is needed to resolve this issue.

High parametric uncertainties: Another well-known issue concerning robotic systems is high internal (model) and external (operating environment) uncertainties McMahon and Plaku (2016). From the control point of view, the parameters’ of these systems are often unknown and uncertain Xu et al. (2013). Even though various estimation techniques have been proposed from the literature, estimating the nominal parameters of the system with a certain accuracy still remain a long-lasting problem Avila et al. (2013), Gibson and Stilwell (2020).
Expensive cost of sensors and actuators: The high cost of accurate sensors and actuators is one of the financial constraints when designing a new robot Harris and Whitcomb (2021). This problem becomes more critical for the case of building a low-cost version of the robots to be deployed for special intervention missions Ji et al. (2021). In fact, some advanced sensors are not available at any cost Yuh (2000). Concerning the actuators, on the other hand, it is obvious that in a critical application, where the robots are subjected to high degree uncertainties and time-varying disturbances, high control efforts are required to compensate for such effects.

Inaccessible states: In practice, full-state measurements of the majority of the physical systems are often not available due to technical or economic constraints Baruch et al. (2020). Therefore, the classical solution to this issue is to design a state observer Zemouche et al. (2019). This approach has been used often to provide full-states as well as disturbances estimations to the control algorithms. Hence, observers have been a hot research topic, attracting the interest of industries to minimize the cost of the sensors. Control design issues: Designing a control law for the robots is not a trivial task Saback et al. (2019). This problem is mainly caused by the complex nonlinear dynamics, high parametric uncertainties, and hardware constraints of the systems. Consequently, the design of an autonomous tracking control scheme for these systems becomes a long-lasting issue in robotics communities Yang et al. (2019).

1.3.2. Specific case of UUVs

Although UUVs are tools now widely used to operate in underwater environments, there are still various issues related to the UUVs themselves. For example, compared to the general robotic systems previously discussed, the UUVs are characterized by the strong coupling effects between the vehicles’ states Elmokadem et al. (2017). This effect becomes more and more pronounced for UUVs during marine operations such as intervention tasks. To minimize this effect by decoupling the states of the UUVs, as well as by taking into account kinematic constraints, many robust nonlinear MPC (NMPC) based controllers have been designed in the literature.

Furthermore, in some specific intervention operations, UUVs are constrained to a particular orientation w.r.t certain degrees of freedom (DOFs). For instance, a UUV equipped with a robotic manipulator can be constrained to move in four DOFs (i.e. three translational and one rotational) only while the remaining two DOFs like the roll (φ) and the pitch (θ) need to be stabilized around zero (i.e. φ ≈ θ ≈ 0) Campos et al. (2017). Many applications require the UUVs to fulfill the conditions above, otherwise, the vehicles’ behavior may be considered not favorable for executing the tasks Zhou et al. (2020). Based on this requirement, taking into account the constraints in the design of a motion controller for the vehicles will improve its performance. In practice, some other constraints can be found at the input or the output of the vehicles Zhang and Wu (2021). To deal with this problem, MPC and MPC-based control schemes can be implemented on vehicles Yan et al. (2020b). For example, a robust NMPC has been developed specifically for UUVs in Heshmati-alamdari et al. (2019). Besides equipping the proposed control schemes with an obstacle avoiding behavior to improve the safety of the vehicles in any uncertain workspace, the proposed NMPC algorithm is computed online. Furthermore, the state feedback control law has been developed to ensure that the vehicles’ trajectories stay and remain in a hyper-tube centered around the predefined desired trajectories. However, there is no evidence to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed control law for real-time missions.

Another key problem peculiar to UUVs is the disturbing effects of the sea (e.g. waves, currents, etc.) Ahn et al. (2010). For this reason, even the well-know adaptive control schemes may suffer a lot from the changes caused by these disturbances; furthermore, the hydrodynamic estimation tools are expensive, slow, and mostly not available to low-cost UUVs’ designers Makavita et al. (2019). In addition, the mechanical actuators (fins, thrusters, and rudders) of these UUVs have limited bandwidth, which restricts the performance of the control algorithm implemented on such vehicles Li et al. (2021). Besides, some critical sensors such as a Doppler Velocity Log (DVL), used to provide velocity feedback for controlling the UUV, are not often installed on low-cost versions of the vehicles Meurer et al. (2020), Simetti et al. (2021a). Although the attitude and depth of the UUVs can easily be measured using any Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and pressure sensor, respectively Lin et al. (2020), it is almost impossible to configure these (only two) low-cost sensors to replace a costly DVL for measuring the linear velocity Zheng et al. (2020). To resolve all these problems, state estimation becomes necessary for the vehicles. Hence, a saturated observation-based control law can be considered as a potential solution. In line with this idea, different observer structures have been proposed in the literature (see Zemouche et al. (2019), Alessandri and Boem (2020), Wang et al. (2020a), for example).

Based on the above-mentioned issues concerning the control of UUVs, as well as the challenging nature of their operating environment combined with hardware constraints, many control methodologies have been proposed in the literature to resolve the UUVs’ control problem (see for instance Campos et al. (2017), Guerrero et al. (2019a), Batmani and Najafi (2019), and Cui et al. (2019)). Following this philosophy, the present survey focuses only on the control solutions proposed for such vehicles. Additionally, special attention will be given to the controllers covering the low-cost versions of the vehicles. The forthcoming subsection discusses in depth the main control solutions attempting to deal with the problems highlighted, in this part, to improve the overall tracking control performance of the UUVs.
1.4. Main Existing Control Solutions for UUVs

Designing onboard controllers for UUVs based on the well-known linear techniques may lead to unacceptable performance. The performance of the control schemes is further degraded when the vehicles are operated in slightly different environmental settings. For this reason, an extensive number of research works have been conducted in marine robotics to resolve the control problems of UUVs, where the majority of these works aim to provide autonomous functionalities to the vehicles. These features are highly required for executing several real-time marine operations such as:

- **Path following**: This functionality can be described as a mission where the vehicles follow a spatial reference while executing a specific marine task.
- **Station keeping**: In marine robotics literature, this task is often called Dynamic Positioning "DP". The feature deals with keeping the UUVs at constants desired position and attitude during an underwater mission.
- **Spatial trajectory tracking**: Tracking is among the key functionalities highly essential for several marine applications, where the vehicles should track time-varying desired trajectories.

In order to be more clear, as well as to take into account some technical constraints, the following remark is necessary.

**Remark 1.** even though we introduced three main control problems in marine robotics, including (i) path following, (ii) station keeping, and (iii) trajectory tracking, it is worth to emphasize that this paper is more focused on the third problem dealing with "Trajectory tracking". Indeed, the design of the representative controllers as well as their real-time experimental validations focus more on the trajectory tracking problem. The main reason why we focus on trajectory tracking problem is due to some technical issues, related to real-time experiments, we were faced with when considering the remaining problems. These technical issues include:

- The experimental setup at our disposal cannot enable us to conduct tests like path following. For instance, a large experimental testing pool is necessary for a typical path following test. As we only have a laboratory scale testing pool. Hence, this test is difficult to be conducted explicitly for our case.
- Another challenging issue is that our robot is not equipped with key sensors allowing us to perform station keeping tests (e.g. DVL). Consequently, this test is also difficult to be conducted in the experimental facilities at our disposal.

On the other hand, observing carefully and technically the trajectory tracking we have conducted, in this paper, may be similar to a path following but with a limited number of DOFs, due to the limited number of sensors of equipping our robot. Furthermore, as we control simultaneously time-varying trajectories for two DOFs (representing one rotational motion and one translational motion), this could be easily extended to the case of a station-keeping problem.

In general, to equip the UUVs with the onboard control behaviors, mentioned previously, many control schemes have been proposed for such vehicles. We propose to classify the main existing ones from the literature with an illustrative overview, as shown in Fig. 1.

1.4.1. PD/PID control schemes

These control schemes are also called classical control laws, and they have been proposed to enhance the performance of conventional open-loop control techniques. Focusing on UUVs, these control methods are regarded as the most famous and common control laws used often to control the vehicles in the literature. From the practical point of view, the advantages of most of these control schemes are simple to design/implement as well as easy to tune online in real-time experiments Gan et al. (2020). The main reason is that their feedback gains can be easily selected, which lead to the stable behavior of their resulting closed-loop dynamics Sun and Cheah (2003). More precisely, a summary of the advantages of these schemes is given as follows:

- The control schemes can be implemented on physical vehicles or simulators without tears.
- The theoretical concepts of these control schemes are well-established. Furthermore, they are known to researchers and practitioners close to the control system communities with less expertise in the domain of automatic control.
- The feedback gains of the classical control schemes are mostly tuned by using the well-known trial-and-error techniques either online or offline.
- The well-established design tools and concepts used for linear systems can be exploited to facilitate the study of the linear approximations of their resulting closed-loop dynamics. This may resolve some of the complexities faced when analyzing the closed-loop dynamics.

Control schemes based on classical structures gained more place and much high ratings than advanced schemes. Following these advantages, PD/PID based control schemes are often used in the aspect of UUVs’ control when compared to the advanced/complex control algorithms. For this reason, most of the laboratory-based and commercial off-the-shelf UUVs are controlled with these control schemes for many real-life marine operations Zhao and Guo (2020). We further subdivide classical control schemes into two major groups, as follows.

**Non-model-based schemes**: Control laws implemented on the UUVs utilizing only the information of the vehicles’ states are named non-model-based control schemes Tijjani and Chemori (2021). Hence, these control schemes do not require any prior knowledge of the dynamics of the vehicle Liu et al. (2019b). Several control schemes based on classical structures have been proposed in the literature, which includes the following. A classical proportional integral
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Schemes</th>
<th>Overview of main existing control schemes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMC control schemes</td>
<td>Non-model-based: Yuh et al. (2001), Antonelli et al. (2003), Antonelli et al. (2003), Safaei and Mahyuddin (2018), Wang et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model-based: Elmokadem et al. (2017), Hao et al. (2019), Liu et al. (2021b), Song and Arshad (2016), Bejarbaneh et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model-based: Tijjani and Chemori (2021), Sahu and Subudhi (2014), Jia et al. (2020), Liu et al. (2021c), Maalouf et al. (2015b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model-based: Li et al. (2015), Guerrero et al. (2020b), Guerrero et al. (2020a), Su et al. (2016), Cui et al. (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC control schemes</td>
<td>Li et al. (2017), Heshmati-alamdar et al. (2019), Shi and Zhang (2021), Peng et al. (2019), Wang et al. (2018a), Gan et al. (2018), Shen et al. (2018), Chu et al. (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined control schemes</td>
<td>Non-model-based: Yu et al. (2020), García-Valdovinos et al. (2019), Qiu et al. (2021), Jiang et al. (2021), Zhu et al. (2021)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Overview of the main classes of existing onboard control schemes proposed for UUVs in the literature.

derivative (PID) scheme has been proposed to address the tracking control of six DOFs dynamics of an autonomous UUV in Tijjani and Chemori (2021). The control schemes based on the PID structure are among the well-known and widely applied control methods in practice. Moreover, the PID control approach is often used as a benchmark to compare the performance of many advanced control techniques, especially for real-time applications. Considering the well-known acceptable performance of proportional derivative (PD) and PID control algorithms demonstrated in various industrial applications, an investigation has been conducted in Hou and Cheah (2011) and Hou and Cheah (2009) to explore the potentials of deploying these schemes for navigating multi-agent UUVs. These control schemes have been equipped with an obstacle/collision avoidance functionality using the multi-layer region concept. In spite of guaranteeing global asymptotic stability results in a systematic way, the performance of the PID-like control schemes is degraded when dealing with nonlinear coupled multiple-input multiple-output dynamics such as UUVs systems. Consequently, many improvement mechanisms have been integrated into the structures of the classical control schemes proposed in the literature, see for instance, a saturation-based nonlinear PID proposed in Guerrero et al. (2019c), a fuzzy logic-based PID developed in Geder et al. (2008), Hu et al. (2013), a GA-based PID designed in Chen et al. (2009), etc. Motivated by the unsatisfactory performance of conventional PID, an improved set-point tracking control has been developed using the concept of a supervision-based PID structure in Ippoliti et al. (2005). The design of three classical control schemes with different structures has been proposed in Smallwood and Whitcomb (2004) for UUVs. In order to further enhance the performance of the PID controller, optimization and intelligent mechanisms have been introduced into this control structure in Hernández-Alvarado et al. (2016) and Khodayari and Balochian (2015), respectively, to adjust its constant feedback gains online. This concept aims at improving/increasing the robustness of the control scheme based on the PID structure for marine applications. Following the same philosophy, an attempt has been made to design an alternative tuning technique for the conventional PID in Tumari et al. (2019). The improved PID control scheme has been validated through numerical simulations on a Hovering Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (HAUV) for a depth tracking control. One of the weaknesses of this study is that the evolution of the control signals has not been presented. Similarly, fuzzy-based PID and PD schemes have been designed for a low-cost UUV (called U-FISH) in Lin et al. (2008) and a high manoeuvred UUV in Londhe et al. (2017), respectively. It is worth noting that tuning a PID-like control scheme is a nontrivial task in the automatic control research community. Model-based schemes: We can clearly observe that the improved non-model-based control schemes based on PD and PID structures always outperform the classical ones in most of the marine missions demonstrated using UUVs. Another idea proposed by many research communities to further improve the performances of the well-known PD/PID control schemes is adding more extra information concerning the vehicle’s dynamics into the control algorithms. In general, this method always produces a remarkable result when the dynamics of the vehicles used in the control laws have some reasonable accuracy. For this reason, control schemes based on PD and PID structures have been extensively studied...
and implemented on UUVs in the literature; these research works include the following. In order to reaffirm the high ratings of model-based control schemes for real-time marine applications, an improved nonlinear PD+ (NLPD+) control architecture has been proposed in Campos et al. (2017). Besides adding the desired vehicle’s dynamics in this control scheme, the authors proposed to replace the static feedback gains in the classical PD control law with saturation-based dynamic feedback gains. The saturation-based condition imposed on the gains mentioned previously has been relaxed in Campos et al. (2019); since the saturation function in the control scheme often limits the control inputs bandwidth when there is a high impact of disturbances/uncertainties. To enhance the robustness of the controller proposed in Campos et al. (2017) towards parametric uncertainties, a saturation based nonlinear PID (NLPID) has been developed and validated in Guerrero et al. (2019c). A model-based controller based on an exact linearization approach has been proposed in Smallwood and Whitcomb (2004) and Martin and Whitcomb (2013). The proposed control law has been deployed on the holonomic UUV (at Johns Hopkins University) and tested for six DOFs low-speed manoeuvring and station-keeping missions. This research work reinforces the superiority of the classical model-based controller (computed torque CT) over the traditional non-model-based PD control scheme for real-time marine applications. Besides conducting an experimental-based comparative study of the classical model-based and non-model-based controllers in Martin and Whitcomb (2012), a complete stability analysis for the control laws has been conducted. Additionally, a feedback linearizing control structure has been designed in Kim (2015) to deal with the tracking issues of autonomous UUVs. The well-known linear matrix inequalities (LMI) has been exploited, in this control scheme, to formulate the UUVs tracking control as an exponential stabilization problem of the vehicle’s error dynamics. The main difference of the proposed control law compared to ones from the literature using the same LMI technique is that a nonlinear dynamics of UUV has been considered. Despite rigorous theoretical design in this work, the controller has been only validated using numerical examples. Furthermore, a cloud quantum-based algorithm has been proposed to compute the parameters of the fractional-order PID controller in Wan et al. (2019), aiming to improve the tracking control of the UUVs. Also, model-based nonlinear control schemes have been implemented on a biomimetic UUV (named Aqua) in Plamondon and Nahon (2008) in order to address the trajectory tracking problem of UUVs. All the proposed controllers have been validated through numerical simulations, followed by real-life experiments in the Caribbean Sea.

So far, the main objective of each control scheme, discussed, is to keep the vehicles around the desired trajectories as precisely as possible. Nevertheless, these control schemes are still affected by the sea loads. Even though adding the dynamics of the UUVs in the control architectures can significantly enhance the robustness of these controllers, obtaining a dynamic model representing the real vehicle with high accuracy is almost impossible due to hydrodynamic effects Zhu and Sun (2013). For all these issues, a well-known SMC-based (robust) control scheme may be the best technique to deal with the control problem of the UUVs, specifically in high precision missions.

1.4.2. SMC control schemes

The persistent sea loads combined with high nonlinear coupling in the dynamic of the UUVs drastically limit the effectiveness of most of the control schemes implemented on these vehicles. These problems motivated a huge number of research outputs aiming to neutralize all the mentioned impacts. This leads to the dominance of robust control schemes in marine robotics since they are well-known for dealing with time-varying external disturbances and parametric uncertainties in general. Thus, a well-designed robust control algorithm should satisfy the main control goal for UUVs even if the vehicles are subjected to high parametric uncertainties (e.g. tether drag, payload changes, salinity, thrusters’ performances variations, etc.). Thus, solving two of the challenging issues highlighted previously (i.e. complex nonlinear dynamics and high parametric uncertainties of UUVs). The most commonly used robust control scheme for nonlinear systems in the literature is SMC Hu et al. (2020), Garcia-Valdovinos et al. (2009). The philosophy of SMC architecture is that the control law is developed based on a particular sliding surface where the system converges and operates on the surface; this functionality makes SMC schemes suitable for nonlinear systems such as UUVs Ahmad et al. (2020). Before discussing the main robust control schemes proposed specifically for UUVs in the literature, we further subdivide these control schemes into two parts, as follows.

Non-model-based schemes: A model-free robust control scheme has been implemented on Girona – 500 UUV for tracking tasks in Karras et al. (2014). The proposed control law guarantees fast convergence of the error dynamics to an arbitrarily small residual set around the desired trajectory and stays in this set all the time. Another model-free high order SMC has been introduced in González-García et al. (2021) to ensure fast and finite-time convergence of UUV’s tracking error to the origin. Besides enhancing the robustness, the finite-time convergence of the error dynamics may help to minimize the energy consumption by the vehicle’s thrusters Salgado-Jiménez et al. (2011). To deal with the effects of parametric uncertainties and unknown time-varying external disturbances in UUVs’ tracking tasks, a second-order based SMC algorithm has been developed in Garcia-Valdovinos and Salgado-Jiménez (2011). In spite of the nonlinear and complex dynamics of the UUVs, a non-model-based nonsingular terminal SMC control scheme has been designed to compensate the dynamic model of the vehicles during depth tracking tasks in Wang et al. (2015). It is worth noting that the model-free control schemes attract the attention of the practitioners than model-based ones. The main reason is that obtaining an acceptable dynamic model of a real UUV is a difficult and tedious task. A
switching PD-SMC scheme has been deployed on a specially designed reconfigurable UUV in Jin et al. (2018) to control its six DOFs. The desired motion of the vehicle determines its thrusters configuration (i.e. tilted w.r.t the vertical or horizontal axes). The well-known chattering problem of the SMC-based control scheme has been addressed through an output feedback high-order SMC (HOSMC) in Khalid et al. (2019). A high-order sliding manifold has been used to design the proposed HOSMC scheme instead of the classical linear sliding surface; then, the proposed controller has been validated on six-DOF dynamic model of KAXAN UUV. Motivated by the same chattering phenomena, mentioned previously, in SMC in addition to modeling error in UUVs’ dynamics, a continuous robust control scheme has been developed in Fischer et al. (2014a). The proposed control law, named Robust Integral of the Sign of the Error (RISE) control, does not require an infinite bandwidth of the control efforts to deal with time-varying uncertainties and external disturbances. A sequential quadratic programming SMC scheme has been designed in Wang et al. (2020b) for maneuvering of the UUVs. The proposed controller resolves the critical issue of the actuators’ saturation of the vehicles by solving a mixed minimum problem with a variable criterion in order to allocate the optimal control input to the actuators.

**Model-based schemes:** Terminal SMC (TSMC) schemes are famous for their effectiveness in several high precision applications when compared to the traditional SMC-based techniques in terms of the fast and finite-time convergence of the tracking error dynamics to the origin. To emphasize this claim, a TSMC has been proposed to resolve the tracking problem of UUVs in Elmokadem et al. (2017). On the other hand, the proposed control law has been validated only using numerical simulations. It is obvious that the performance of a control scheme proposed for UUVs depends on the accuracy of their propulsion system (e.g. thrusters or control surfaces), which is generally driven by electric motors. Thus, the failure of the motor can definitely result in the complete system malfunctioning. Therefore, a thruster fault tolerance has been investigated extensively in different research works Hao et al. (2019). The drifting of most UUVs from the desired trajectory is mainly caused by the sea loads (e.g. ocean currents and waves). To neutralized the effects of the sea loads, an error transformation has been integrated into the sliding surface of TSMC using piece-wise function in Liu et al. (2021b). In order to alleviate the chattering phenomenon, an $l_{\infty}$ norm-based minimization technique has been developed for control forces allocation of the UUV’s thrusters in Soylu et al. (2007). Furthermore, a $\theta$-D based robust control scheme has been presented in Pan and Xin (2012) for depth control of UUVs. The authors exploit the $\theta$-D techniques to resolve the formulated optimization based tracking problem Zhou and Li (2014). We can critically notice that these proposed SMC-based control schemes often require prior knowledge of the uncertainties bounds. This is difficult to obtain in many real-time operations due to various uncertainties in the marine environments. For instance, when stray algae fix itself on the vehicles, many dynamic parameters of the vehicle’s may vary instantly.

### 1.4.3. Adaptive control schemes

In spite of the notable performance of SMC based control algorithms, the tracking precision of such controllers is sometimes drastically affected in critical sea loads conditions. This issue is mainly caused by the static feedback parameters of most of the controllers. To resolve the tracking problem concerning SMC based control schemes, many automatic control research communities proposed another class of control algorithms that can auto-adjust their feedback gains online in different operating conditions Zhang and Wei (2017). Indeed, this concept results in another hot area of research called adaptive control. Following this philosophy, the control scheme is equipped with a special adaptive mechanism to help them in adjusting the control parameters automatically to meet various desired control objectives. Hence, addressing the challenging issues faced by UUVs in terms of the complex nonlinear dynamics as well as the high parametric uncertainties of such vehicles. It is worth noting that this research area is almost as old as the field of automatic control Annaswamy and Fradkov (2021). The control schemes are further classified into two as follows.

**Non-model-based schemes:** A non-regressor based adaptive control scheme has been implemented on ODIN UUV in Yuh et al. (2001). This control scheme adjusts its feedback gains online in order to neutralize the effect of uncertainties and external disturbances by estimating the constant bounded parameters of the vehicle’s dynamics. Taking into account the high uncertainties of UUVs’ dynamics, an adaptive control scheme has been proposed to deal with the tracking problem of the vehicles in Antonelli et al. (2003). The closed-loop error dynamics, in this work, has been formulated using quaternions to avoid a possible singularity in terms of the error dynamics representation. Even though this control scheme utilizes a small part of the vehicle’s dynamics, it can be considered as a non-model-based scheme. Similarly, another adaptive control scheme has been designed in Antonelli (2003). The impact of both the water current and the time-varying disturbances has been taken into account in the proposed control structure. In line with this idea, an optimal adaptive non-model-based control scheme has been implemented on a UUV simulator in Safaei and Mahyuddin (2018). In the proposed control scheme, two different adaptive mechanisms have been developed to estimate the unknown parts of the UUV’s dynamics online. Moreover, the formulated tracking problem has been solved through the minimization of a predefined objective function. Extending this control architecture to a real vehicle can explore its potential for dealing with the tracking control problems in real-life applications.

**Model-based schemes:** In view of all the advantages of the well-known PD+ control scheme Kelly et al. (2006), the structure of this controller has been reformulated and
equipped with an adaptive mechanism to enhance its robustness in Tijjani and Chemori (2021). The improved control scheme has been validated numerically using Leonard’s UUV simulator. To deal with the negative effects of the parametric uncertainties commonly associated with the UUV’s dynamics, an adaptive control scheme has been proposed in Sahu and Subudhi (2014). Although the adaptation law has been formulated using a regressor based technique, which utilizes the desired state, the proposed control scheme provides consistent estimations of the hydrodynamic uncertainties in different conditions. To extend the applications of the theoretical Port-Hamiltonian concept, a UUV tracking control problem has been formulated using this theory in Jia et al. (2020). From the signal processing point of view, the proposed scheme can be easily implemented on real UUVs. A region tracking task has been demonstrated using a UUV controlled with an improved Nussbaum based function adaptive controller in Liu et al. (2021c). In the proposed control scheme, the tracking error dynamics has been reformulated with the help of the barrier Lyapunov functions. The notable advantage of this control scheme, when compared to the convention prescribed control schemes, lies in its capacity to smooth the control input signals. Also, an enhanced Nussbaum function (see Chen (2019)) has been developed to derive the error dynamics into the region of interest without exceeding the vehicle’s actuators dead zone. This idea has been further confirmed using Lyapunov stability tools. Furthermore, an adaptive nonlinear state feedback control scheme has been deployed on a UUV named \textit{AC-ROV} in Maalouf et al. (2015b). In a similar way, an \( L_1 \) adaptive control scheme has been developed and implemented on the same \textit{AC-ROV} in Maalouf et al. (2015a). The decoupling characteristic of the proposed control scheme results in smooth and stable adaptive behavior of the vehicle. Also, the obtained experimental results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme towards time-varying parametric uncertainties as well as external disturbances rejection. To deal with the issue of tracking time lags of the \( L_1 \) adaptive control law, due to the presence of an embedded filter in this controller, an extended version of the control architecture has been proposed in Maalouf et al. (2013).

In spite of the auto-adjustment mechanism provided by adaptive control schemes, online estimation of the UUV’s uncertain dynamics (e.g. hydrodynamics) can be computationally intensive Antonelli et al. (2003). Besides parametric sensitivity issues, designing the adaptation gains for these schemes is a tedious task. From the practical point of view, many states of the UUVs are inaccessible. In view of all these issues, a possible solution can be implementing an observation-based control scheme on these vehicles to deal with their tracking control problems. Hence, this class of control schemes is revisited subsequently.

1.4.4. Observation-based control schemes

We can critically observe that most of the authors proposed their control schemes based on the strong assumption that the full-states measurements are always available. The full-states measurements are inaccessible in practice for the case of many systems including UUVs, as discussed previously Baruch et al. (2020). This issue has motivated a lot of research output concerning observers; the main reason is that the observers can resolve the problems of inaccessible states, as well as the expensive cost of sensors of the UUVs pointed out in section 1.3. Thus, different observer design techniques have been proposed in the literature for UUVs, as follows.

\textbf{Non-model-based schemes:} A model-free adaptive control scheme (MFAC) has been proposed in Li et al. (2020) as a completely model-independent scheme for UUVs tracking control. Moreover, a data-driven extended state observer has been introduced into the MFAC structure to estimate the vehicle’s dynamics in real-time using an approximation error generated in the pseudo-Jacobian matrix. Also, a nonlinear disturbance observer (NDOB) has been coupled with conventional PD to control a hovering UUV in Bi and Feng (2019). Furthermore, a model-free observer has been proposed in Izadbakhsh et al. (2019). The proposed controller/observer scheme has been developed using function approximation techniques combined with Stoneâ’s theorem of a differential equation. The main advantage of the proposed scheme lies in its simplicity and reducing complexity in terms of the dimensions of regressor matrices. This scheme can be extended to the case of UUVs since their dynamics is difficult to obtain. Another critical issue is the need for velocity error in the design of most of the control schemes proposed for UUVs. It is well-known that the velocity measuring sensor for UUV is too expensive for low-cost UUVs. For this reason, a fuzzy observation-based tracking control scheme has been investigated in Duan et al. (2020). The proposed observer in this scheme has a simple linear structure which contradicts many observer designs proposed for UUVs from the literature. Observers are also often used to control a fleet of UUVs. For instance, a line-of-sight (LOS) formation control scheme based on a constrained angle, for multi-agent UUVs, has been investigated in Gao and Guo (2019). To deal with the communication issues between the agents, an observer has been designed for estimating the leader’s velocity as accurate as possible in a finite time. Additionally, an In-type barrier Lyapunov function has been exploited to demonstrate the uniformly ultimately bound property of the error dynamics.

\textbf{Model-based schemes:} An observation-based finite-time output feedback control scheme has been developed to deal with the tracking problem of UUV in Li et al. (2015). To avoid the issue of a possible singularity in the attitude of the vehicle, a quaternions representation has been adopted. The authors coupled a finite-time observer to their proposed stabilizing controller for velocity estimation. Lasalle’s invariance principle has been used to study the stability of the closed-loop dynamics. Disturbance observation is another key strategy used to improve a control scheme in addition to the full-state estimation. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique in real-time marine applications, an extended state observer (ESO) has been proposed for two DOFs trajectory
tracking of UUV in Guerrero et al. (2020b). In line with this idea, an external disturbance observer (EDO) has been added to backstepping and NPD+ based controllers to improve the UUV’s tracking performance in Guerrero et al. (2020a). One of the main aspects of these two papers is that the proposed controller/observer schemes have been validated in real-time experiments. However, the main problem of the proposed controller/observer schemes lies in their requirement of an expert knowledge transfer. Similarly, a disturbance observer-based control has been proposed in Su et al. (2016) to resolve the technical problem in switched stochastic systems. This control scheme has been extended to cover the class of systems like UUVs in Cui et al. (2017). Contrary to the majority of the proposed control schemes for UUVs, the proposed control scheme has been validated through real-time experiments. To compensate for the negative effect of actuators’ dead-zone nonlinearity, which deteriorates the tracking precision of UUVs, an NDOB has been introduced into the structure of the SMC controller in Cui et al. (2016). Based on the theoretical development in the work of Wang et al. (2020a), the proposed predictive-based observer can be extended and deployed on UUVs to deal with the problem of the delays, especially in low-cost multi-agent vehicles for intervention operations.

1.4.5. MPC control schemes

Even though a vast number of advanced control methods have been proposed for UUVs, most of them do not consider missions constraints. For this reason, MPC and MPC-based control schemes are proposed to effectively deal with the issue of these constraints while satisfying the optimal control objectives Shi and Zhang (2021). Another advantage of these schemes is they are often used for cooperative underwater missions involving homogeneous or heterogeneous multi-agent UUVs. Hence, these control schemes address many control problems for UUVs, as pointed out previously in challenging issues, like model inaccuracies, time-varying disturbances, parametric uncertainties, collision avoidance, etc. Based on these qualities, a number of MPC-based control schemes have been proposed in the literature as follows. To deal with the problems of tracking and formation control of the low-cost multi-agents UUVs, a receding horizon-based formation and tracking control algorithm has been designed in Li et al. (2017). The authors propose to formulate an objective function for each UUV (agent) through a detailed analytical design in the proposed control architecture. However, the potential of the proposed control scheme for real-life applications has not been investigated. The bandwidth limitation of the mechanical actuators in the propulsion systems of low-cost UUVs becomes a constraint to most of the control schemes proposed for such vehicles; any attempt to operate the actuators outside this constraint can result in an unstable closed-loop marine behavior. Although MPC-based control schemes are well-known in dealing with the issues of constraints, these schemes are not so excellent in rejecting stochastic time-varying disturbance. For this reason, an antidisturbance constrained control scheme has been proposed in Peng et al. (2019) to address the problems of parametric uncertainties and constraints for UUVs through exploiting the advantages of the command governor (COG). To enhance the efficiency of the MPC for trajectory tracking tasks of small-sized UUVs, a super twisting algorithm (STA) has been integrated into the structure of the control scheme in Wang et al. (2018a). The issue of a speed jump due to a high initial tracking error has been addressed in Gan et al. (2018). In this work, the authors propose to design a quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization algorithm to compute the desired velocity signals for the dynamic controller. This idea limits the velocity signals to a specific desired range. A Lyapunov-based MPC scheme has been developed in Shen et al. (2018) to improve the efficiency of the tracking control performance for the UUVs. The main advantage of the proposed controller lies in its online lightweight computational framework. Even though some sufficient stability conditions have been established to ensure the recursive feasibility of the formulated objective function of this scheme, only numerical simulations have been used to prove the stable behavior of the scheme. Furthermore, a radial basis function has been equipped with the Levenberg-Marquardt-Error compensation technique to improve the tracking performance of NMPC in Chu et al. (2021). Another advantage of this control scheme worth to be mentioned is its ability to estimate the vehicle’s model offline. Although a tracking error improvement of 25 % has been obtained when compared to the conventional MPC scheme, this result has only been achieved through numerical simulations.

1.4.6. Combined control schemes

Although the literature on UUVs’ tracking control schemes has reached a certain level in terms of maturity, it is well-known that most of these proposed control algorithms are applications specific. Hence, it is impossible to find a single control algorithm with an excellent closed-loop stability behavior to suit many real-life marine operations. For this reason, the conventional practice in various marine applications is to hybridize two or more control strategies to satisfy different control objectives, thereby resolving most of the challenging issues mentioned previously. Based on this notion, the strengths of a specific control approach are preserved while complementing its drawbacks by carefully exploiting the advantages of another control structure. For instance, the robustness of an SMC-based scheme is degraded by its static feedback gains in several marine applications; therefore, equipping this control scheme with a computationally light adaptive mechanism to auto-adjust the controller gains online will definitely result in a better performance. The main combined control (non-model-based and model-based) schemes proposed for the UUVs tracking control, selected from the literature, include the following. Non-model-based schemes: It is commonly known that the hydrodynamic coefficients, internal perturbations, and time-varying external disturbances are generally difficult to measure or estimate with a certain accuracy; therefore, this
issue leads to the inefficiency of the majority of the model-dependant controllers. For this reason, a model-free control scheme, subject to the uncertainties as well as actuators saturation, has been proposed in Yu et al. (2020) for the seafloor exploration task using a UUV. Besides taking into account the dynamics of the actuator in the proposed control structure, an extra compensator has been integrated to deal with any undesired control signals truncation due to saturations. Barbata lemma has been used to study the stability behavior of the resulting closed-loop dynamics. The authors validated the proposed control law through numerical simulations. A neural network (NN) based robust control scheme has been proposed in Eski and Yildirim (2014) to resolve the tracking problem of UUVs. The proposed control law has been developed by combining two different algorithms (i.e. an SMC and NN based control schemes). It is obvious that any control scheme depending mainly on the exact dynamic model of a system can be challenging to deploy on UUVs in practice. Thus, a second-order SMC (2nd-OSMC) scheme has been demonstrated in the literature as one of the most effective control schemes for dealing with the impacts of time-varying parametric uncertainties and stochastic external disturbances. From the practical perspective, the performance of this control scheme is often far from the desired control objectives, especially in high precision marine tasks. To resolve this problem in 2nd-OSMC, an auto-tuning algorithm based on backpropagation NN has been introduced to the control scheme in García-Valdovinos et al. (2019). The proposed control scheme has been implemented on a mini-remotely operated UUV for experimental validation. Similarly, a learning-based adaptive control scheme has been proposed in Qiu et al. (2021), where a radial basis function NN has been designed to approximate the unknown dynamics of the UUVs subject to unknown uncertainties. To resolve the high computational cost of the NN, a command filter has been added to the structure of the proposed control scheme. Even though the stability analysis of the resulting closed-loop dynamics has been successfully conducted, the potential of this scheme has been only shown through numerical simulations. It is worth noticing that actuator saturation occurs often when model-free controllers are used for UUVs Jiang et al. (2021). This critical issue is noticed often for long-duration missions. Therefore, actuator failure has been investigated in the literature. To address this problem of the actuator failure, a model-free control scheme has been proposed in Zhu et al. (2021) for tracking control of UUVs subject to the time-varying external disturbances. Similar to many control schemes proposed in the literature, the effectiveness of this control approach has been validated only through theoretical studies and numerical simulations.

Model-based schemes: One of the persistent issues in an advanced feedback control scheme is the performance degradation caused by the problem of quantization. This effect may often result in an unstable behavior of a resulting closed-loop dynamics in many real systems, typically for the case of physical systems with different kinds of sensors and actuators like UUVs. Despite this problem, only a few number of research works are available from the literature concerning this aspect. Some of the tracking control schemes proposed to resolve the effects of quantization in control inputs include the control law developed in recently in Yan and Yu (2018). In this control scheme, an SMC architecture has been developed where the quantization error bound is embedded in the switching/robust function of the controller. The need for high precision tracking and fast dynamic response in various underwater intervention operations lead to the design of an adaptive-based TSMC in Wang et al. (2016). Compared to the conventional TSMC from the literature, the proposed controller does not require prior knowledge of the bound of the lumped uncertainties. The effectiveness of this scheme has not been validated for any real-time application. Similarly, an adaptive second-order fast nonsingular TSMC scheme (ASFNTSMC) has been designed for tracking control of UUVs subjected to parametric uncertainties, internal perturbations, and time-varying external disturbances in Qiao and Zhang (2019). The main advantage of this scheme is once the tracking error hits the proposed sliding surface, the control scheme ensures that the error slides on the surface to the origin and remain there all the time. Numerical simulations have been used to investigate the efficiency of the proposed scheme in two different scenarios. In Xu et al. (2015), the authors proposed to combine the advantages of SMC and backstepping controllers in order to counteract the uncertainties and persistent external disturbances affecting UUVs during missions. Additionally, an adaptation law has been designed, and a virtual dynamics has been formulated to function as velocity errors to define the UUV’s attitude errors. The potential of the NN to approximate nonlinear functions through learning their behavior has been exploited to enhance the performance of various controllers in the automatic control community. It is worth noting that this functionality of the NN can be exploited for the case of the highly nonlinear dynamics of the UUVs for control law design. Following this philosophy, an adaptive NN control scheme has been proposed to resolve the trajectory tracking problem of UUVs in Miao et al. (2013). The authors have also shown the resulting closed-loop dynamics is uniformly ultimately bounded (UUB). On the other hand, the main drawback of most of the NN based control schemes is a high computational cost caused by the learning time, which multiply with the weights of hidden layers. Also, an intelligent adaptive controller combining NN and fuzzy logic has been proposed for UUVs in Hassanein et al. (2016). Online identification and adaptive algorithms of the proposed control schemes use the concept of semi-serial-parallel-model to compute the desired control input signals. Recently, a hybrid control scheme has been proposed for a UUV taking into account the influences of structured/unstructured uncertainties in Kumar and Rani (2020). To counteract the effects of the external disturbances as well as the NN reconstruction error, both a compensator and a radial basis function have been integrated into the proposed control structure. The robustness of the controller...
has been demonstrated based on numerical simulations. Despite the effectiveness of the combined control schemes, several marine operation may require a high precision tracking controller for a single or multi-agent UUVs in order to satisfy a specific control objective.

Remark 2. It is worth noting that this class characterizes those methodologies combining two or more techniques in their design. For instance the adaptive-based TSMC, proposed in Qiao and Zhang (2019), Wang et al. (2016), combines "Adaptive control" and "Sliding mode control" techniques; consequently, it can be either classified in the class of "Adaptive control schemes" or in the class of "SMC control schemes". However, sometimes it is difficult to decide which class and where we can place these kinds of control schemes mentioned above. To avoid such an ambiguity in the categorization of these control schemes, we created this class we named "combined control schemes". It is not a trivial task to include them in Table 1 since the domain of these control schemes is too broad. This implies that the designer has a total control over selecting the main fundamental control laws to satisfy the desired control objectives. Accordingly, we removed this class from Table 1.

1.4.7. Multi-UUV cooperation control issue

In many applications, a solo operation of a robot is not always sufficient to deal with several problems during intervention operations. Hence, the cooperation of multiple robots is necessary for such missions. For this reason, the cooperation of multiple robots, such as UUVs, is becoming a hot research topic in robotics and automatic control research communities. Therefore, the design of multi-UUV control schemes (e.g. cooperative formation control, cooperative navigation, and cooperative confrontation of the multi-UUV) has gained significant attention in recent years from the communities mentioned above Liu et al. (2020).

Remark 3. Note that this survey focuses more on tracking control of a single UUV. Since we only have a single UUV at our disposal and a laboratory-scale testing pool for the real-time validation of all the representative control schemes in this paper.

Based on remark 3, we briefly review some representative results on multi-UUV cooperative control as follows. A heuristic fleet cooperation algorithm, based on an evolutionary approach to solve multi-vehicle dynamic task assignments, has been proposed in Abbasi et al. (2022). The proposed scheme has been validated on multiple UUVs for a marine mission to control the problem of Crown-Of-Thorns Starfish (COTS) in Queensland’s Great Barrier Reef. To deal with the issues of acoustic ranging error in underwater cooperative localization, when multiple leader UUVs play the role of communication and navigation aids (CNA), an adaptive cubature Kalman filter (ACKF) has been proposed in Xu et al. (2021). For multiple UUVs to move accurately and continuously towards the desired target approaching in anchor-free underwater environments, a scalable cooperative localization has been proposed in Li et al. (2022). The main advantage of the proposed scheme is that many constraints, such as the kinematic and communication limitations, collision, and obstacle avoidance of multiple vehicles have been considered at the development stage of the algorithm. Similarly, a cooperative path planning scheme for heterogeneous vehicles consisting of UUVs, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and unmanned surface vehicle (USVs) has been developed in Wu et al. (2020). To meet the high demand for low latency and low power consumption in a collaborative data collection using a fleet of UUVs, a composite algorithm of multi-UUV task allocation and Q-learning-based UUV path planning has been proposed in Han et al. (2021). This technique simplifies the complex methods for marine data collection tasks for the case where a single UUV is deployed for such difficult missions. It is worth noting that disturbances are difficult to measure, and their bounds are often unknown in many marine applications. Furthermore, the nonlinearities and delays of different sensors installed on marine robots complicate the control system design for such systems de CossÃ©jo et al. (2020). A cascade structure-based predictive observer, proposed recently in Wang et al. (2020a), can be deployed on UUVs to deal with the problem of the delays, especially in multi-agent vehicles for intervention operations. Taking into account this delay issue, a tracking control problem has been addressed in Yan et al. (2020a) for single vehicle and multi-agent cases. However, in the real-time experiments conducted by these researchers, critical scenarios, such as robustness and external disturbances tests, have not been considered. For more details on multi-UUV cooperative control, the reader can refer to Zhang et al. (2022), Wang et al. (2022), Sun et al. (2022), Wu et al. (2021), Shi et al. (2021), etc.

A summary of the strengths and weaknesses of the main control solutions, as discussed above, implemented on the UUVs using some selected criteria is given subsequently.

1.5. Strengths and weaknesses of the existing solutions

The main existing control schemes, proposed and implemented for UUVs either through numerical simulation or by experiments in the last two decades, have been reexamined in this survey. A simple but clear classification has been proposed w.r.t some key features common to all the classes of the control schemes discussed previously. Although the proposed classification is not exhaustive due to the maturity level of the literature concerning automatic control/robotics, a critical comparative study of these schemes can definitely help to point out the strengths and weaknesses of each respective class. This approach can provide an overview as well as background information for early career researchers and practitioners to propose new control schemes, with potential in many real-time marine applications, to resolve the tracking control issues of UUVs. Based on Fig. 1, Table 1 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of each class of the proposed control schemes from the literature.
Table 1
Summary of the Strengths and Weaknesses of Different Classes of Control Schemes Proposed for UUVs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main control schemes</th>
<th>Implementation simplicity</th>
<th>Robustness to uncertainties</th>
<th>Disturbances rejection</th>
<th>Sensitivity to sensor noise</th>
<th>Tuning simplicity</th>
<th>Computational time</th>
<th>Tracking precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PD/PID based</td>
<td>++++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMC based</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive based</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation based</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC based</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: excellent = ++++, good = +++, average = ++, poor = +, and bad = . This table clearly shows that the combined control schemes can have high precision tracking functionality when carefully designed.

1.6. Survey Contributions and Organization

The main contributions of the present review are detailed as follows:

1. This paper presents and discusses a review of the key efforts made for the last two decades. A special attention is given to the tracking control of a complex robotic system such as UUV. Compared to the survey papers on control from the literature (e.g. Gan et al. (2017), Xiang et al. (2018), Karimi and Lu (2021), Neira et al. (2021), Kumar and Mondal (2021), Gambhire et al. (2021), Liu et al. (2022), etc.), this paper focuses more on bridging the wide gap, always existing, between theoretical design and the real-time implementation of fundamental tracking control schemes, especially for the case of UUVs tracking control problem. Even though a few recent survey papers like Bhattacharyya (2017), Morato et al. (2020), Kamel et al. (2020), Theunissen et al. (2021), and Shi and Zhang (2021) present some results from several research papers, almost all the review papers available in the literature fail to report any results validated through real-time experiments. Indeed, most of these surveys do not cover a class of special uncertain coupled multiple-input multiple-out (MIMO) nonlinear systems representing UUVs.

2. Another contribution of this paper, worth to be mentioned, lies in the consolidation of all the aspect of typical control system design for complex robotic systems, that is, from modeling to controller design as well as real-time implementation. In fact, this approach is also missing in many of the survey papers available in the literature. For this reason, the design techniques of some representative tracking control schemes from the proposed classes of the control schemes, investigated herein, are provided. This will serve as a key example of how to design a control scheme, as well as how to implement it on a real UUV, for early career researchers and practitioners in the field of automatic control. Additionally, this paper can be considered as a tutorial for readers from other sub-domains, like marine robotics, which are closely related.

3. Rigorous scenario-based real-time experiments are conducted using Leonard UUV for a critical study of the proposed representative control schemes. Although some good simulation results of the proposed representative tracking control schemes for UUVs are reported in the literature, we faced several challenges, including (i) a bad tracking in real-life applications, (ii) the impossibility to extend some of them to the case of real UUVs Martin and Whitcomb (2018), etc.

4. Furthermore, available investigation gaps are discussed to open and guide the possible future research directions, which will certainly further enrich the literature on UUVs tracking control.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the modeling process of UUVs. The design of the proposed representative control schemes, some technical aspects of the vehicle, Leonard UUV used for experimental validations, as well as the proposed real-time scenarios in this paper, are discussed in Section 3. Furthermore, the obtained experimental results of the proposed representative
tracking control schemes, and their comparative studies, are presented in the same section. Some potential investigation gaps and future trends are introduced in Section 4, while Section 5 finalizes this survey paper with concluding remarks.

Remark 4. Note that this survey paper gives an overview of tracking control schemes for UUVs. It is not our aim to detail a complete bibliography. Therefore, we propose to contribute by a subjective review of the recently proposed tracking control schemes applied to UUVs. Also, it is worth mentioning that experimental validations of tracking control schemes for UUVs based on realistic scenarios have been one of the complex issues in UUVs technology in the first decade of the 21st century Ridao et al. (2015).

2. Modeling of Underwater Vehicles

The main goal of this survey is to study the tracking control issues concerning UUVs. In general, designing high precision control schemes often, especially model-based ones, require an approximate knowledge of the system dynamics to be controlled. In view of this reason, we propose to improve slightly the conventional theoretical representation of UUVs. Therefore, the position and orientation of the UUVs in six DOFs can be determined using two unique reference frames, each based on a six coordinate system, as illustrated in Fig. 2. These reference frames are generally named based on the standard set by SNAME (Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers), as in the following Fossen (2002) Mlaoulouf et al. (2015a):

1. The inertial reference frame \( R_b \). The \( R_b \) frame is located mostly at the surface of the water body.
2. The body-fixed reference frame \( R_b \). This frame usually corresponds to the vehicle’s center of volume.

Note that it is convenient to define the linear motions of UUV about its \( R_b \) frame as surge, sway, and depth (illustrated in Fig. 2). Similarly, the corresponding rotational motions of the vehicle can be described as roll, pitch, and yaw.

In most cases, the modeling of UUVs is categorized into kinematics and dynamics, which are detailed as follows.

\[ \eta = J(\eta) \nu \]  

where \( \nu = [v_x, v_y]^T \) is the vector of linear and angular velocities of the vehicle in \( R_b \) frame, \( \nu_1 = [u v w]^T \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 1} \) and \( \nu_2 = [p q r]^T \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 1} \). \( \eta = [\eta_1, \eta_2] \) defines the vector of position and attitude express in \( R_b \) frame, \( \eta_1 = [x y z]^T \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 1} \) and \( \eta_2 = [\phi \theta \psi]^T \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 1} \), while \( J(\eta) \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 6} \) is a matrix defining the 3D spatial transformation between \( R_b \) and \( R_i \) frames.

This so-called transformation matrix \( J(\eta) \), in the kinematic formulation (1), is expressed as Fossen (1999):

\[
J(\eta) = \begin{bmatrix}
J_1(\eta_2) & 0_{3 \times 3} \\
0_{3 \times 3} & J_2(\eta_2)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

with \( J_1(\eta_2) \) and \( J_2(\eta_2) \) given by (3) and (4) respectively, as:

\[
J_1(\eta_2) = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta & \cos \theta & -\sin \theta \\
\sin \theta & \cos \theta & \cos \theta \\
\sin \psi & -\cos \psi & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
J_2(\eta_2) = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & \sin \theta & 0 \\
0 & 1 & \cos \theta \\
0 & -\sin \theta & \cos \theta
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( cx^*, sx^*, \) and \( t x^* \) denoting \( \cos x^*, \sin x^*, \) and \( \tan x^* \) functions respectively, with \( x^* \in \{ \phi, \theta, \psi \} \).

Remark 5. The UUV kinematic formulation (1) may be undefined and non-invertible when the vehicle’s pitch angle \( |\theta| \rightarrow \frac{\pi}{2} \) due to a possible singularity in \( J_2(\eta_2) \). The main cause of this singularity is the representation of UUV’s attitude using Euler angles. This issue can be addressed using quaternions to describe the attitude of the UUV for a marine task where the vehicle may be operated at \( |\theta|_{\text{max}} \approx \frac{\pi}{2} \) Ali et al. (2020), Borlaug et al. (2021). However, a representation based on quaternions requires normalization of all its four parameters such that the square of their norm is unity. A slight measurement noise from the vehicle’s sensor or computational round-off could destabilize this normalization.

Taking remark 5 into account, in this survey, we carefully design the desired pitch angle \( \theta_d \) such that it is sufficiently far away from the neighbourhood of \( \theta = \pm \frac{\pi}{2} \). Therefore, \( J_2(\eta_2) \) and \( [J_2(\eta_2)]^{-1} \) are invertible and well defined in our case.
2.2. UUV’s Dynamics

The dynamics describing the six DOFs motions of UUVs, based on the mathematical formulations proposed in Fossen (2002), follow the standard notations, can be expressed in the vehicle’s $R_b$ frame as follows:

$$ M \ddot{v} + C(v) \dot{v} + D(v) \dot{v} + g(\eta) = \tau + w(t) \quad (5) $$

where $M \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 6}$ is the vehicle’s inertia matrix, including the effect of the added mass, $C(v) \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 6}$ is the Coriolis and centripetal matrix, with added mass effect included, $D(v) \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 6}$ is the damping matrix, $g(\eta) \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 1}$ is the vector of the gravitational and the buoyancy forces as well as the restoring moments, $\tau \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 1}$ is the vector of the control inputs generated by the vehicle’s thrusters, and $w(t) \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 1}$ is a time-varying vector of internal/external disturbances (e.g. sensor measurements noise, currents, and waves).

Furthermore, the following assumption is considered in (5).

**Assumption 1.** The UUV body is assumed to be rigid, and the $R_b$ frame is well fixed. Hence, the forces between the vehicle’s components as well as the forces caused by the rotation of the Earth are considered to be negligible.

It is worth noting that, in a real-time marine application, the dynamics of UUVs (e.g. Leonard UUV) in (5) is highly nonlinear and unknown. This complex behavior results due to the nature of the matrices and vectors of the dynamics (5). For instance, the matrices $M$ and $C(v)$ of dynamics (5) are partly known, $D(v)$ is highly uncertain due to the unmodeled hydrodynamic effects, and $g(\eta)$ can be approximately computed but may contain some computational uncertainties. Thus, taking into account the uncertainties mentioned above in the model of the vehicle may improve its dynamics (in 5). Although various research works in literature proposed to modify slightly the dynamics of UUV to capture all the uncertainties, see for instance Ali et al. (2020), most of these works only consider some of these uncertainties in their dynamic model representations. Hence, we propose to include all the uncertainties into (5) as follows:

$$ M^* \ddot{v} + C^*(v) \dot{v} + D^*(v) \dot{v} + g^*(\eta) = \tau + w^*(t) \quad (6) $$

where $M = M^* + \Delta M^*$, $C(v) = C^*(v) + \Delta C^*(v)$, $D(v) = D^*(v) + \Delta D^*(v)$, and $g(\eta) = g^*(\eta) + \Delta g^*(\eta)$. This improved representation of the dynamic matrices and vectors can be generalized as follows:

$$ X(\cdot) = X^*(\cdot) + \Delta X^*(\cdot) \quad (7) $$

where $X^*(\cdot)$ defines the nominal part (i.e. the true value) and $\Delta X^*(\cdot)$ denotes the uncertain part (i.e. unknown part). Consequently, the time-varying disturbance vector $w(t)$ is combined with the uncertainties and rewritten as follows:

$$ w^*(t) = -\Delta M^* \dot{v} - \Delta C^*(v) \dot{v} - \Delta D^*(v) \dot{v} - \Delta g^*(\eta) + w(t) \quad (8) $$

To simplify control algorithm design for UUVs as well as the overall closed-loop stability analysis, the dynamics (6) can be transformed and expressed in $R_b$ frame as follows:

$$ M^*_\eta(\eta) \ddot{\eta} + C^*_\eta(v, \eta) \dot{\eta} + D^*_\eta(v, \eta) \dot{\eta} + g^*_\eta(\eta) = \tau^*_\eta(\eta) + \Delta w^*_\eta(t) \quad (9) $$

where

$$ \begin{bmatrix} \ddot{\eta} = J(\eta) \dot{\eta} + J(\eta) \dot{v}, & \dot{M}^*_\eta(\eta) = J^{-T}(\eta) M^* J^{-1}(\eta), & C^*_\eta(v, \eta) = J^{-T}(\eta) C^*(v) - M^* J^{-1}(\eta), & \dot{D}^*_\eta(v, \eta) = J^{-T}(\eta) D^*(v) - M^* J^{-1}(\eta), & \tau^*_\eta(\eta) = J^{-T}(\eta) \tau^*(\eta), & \Delta w^*_\eta(t) = J^{-T}(\eta) \Delta w^*(t) \end{bmatrix} $$

2.3. Properties and Features of the Dynamic Model Terms

Exploiting the dynamic terms in (6), the performance of the control schemes for UUVs can be improved by compensating the vehicle’s dynamics in the control architecture. Because of this fact, it is necessary to study the properties of these terms in detail, as follows.

**Property 1.** The vehicle’s inertia matrix $M^*_\eta(\eta)$ is symmetric and positive definite. Moreover, this matrix satisfies Tijjani et al. (2021):

$$ \kappa \|\eta\|^2 \leq \eta^T M^*_\eta(\eta) \eta = \eta^T M^*_\eta(\eta)^T \eta \leq \kappa(\eta) \|\eta\|^2 \quad (10) $$

where $\kappa \in \mathbb{R}_{>0}$ is a positive constant, $\kappa(\eta) \in \mathbb{R}_{>0}$ is a non-decreasing positive function and $\eta \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 1}$ is the vehicle’s actual trajectory.

**Property 2.** The Coriolis and centripetal matrix $C^*_\eta(v, \eta)$ of a UUV in motion can be parameterized in general as a skew-symmetric matrix Fossen (2002), i.e.

$$ C^*_\eta(v, \eta) = -C^*_\eta(v, \eta)^T, \quad \forall v, \eta \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 1} \quad (11) $$

**Property 3.** The $D^*_\eta(v, \eta)$ matrix of UUVs is strictly positive Fossen (2002). Hence, the matrix fulfills the following argument:

$$ \eta^T D^*_\eta(v, \eta) \eta > 0, \quad \forall v, \eta \neq 0 \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 1} \quad (12) $$

**Property 4.** The vector $g^*_\eta(\eta)$ is continuous and bounded if the vehicle’s trajectory is smooth and bounded Kelly et al. (2006).

**Property 5.** The saturation bounds of the UUV’s actuators can be exploited to upper bound the vehicle’s thrusters velocities by a positive constant Tijjani et al. (2021), i.e.

$$ \left| \tau^*_\eta(\eta) \right| \leq \kappa^*, \quad \text{where } i = 1, 6, \kappa^* \in \mathbb{R}_{>0}. \quad (13) $$

3. Key Tracking Control Schemes Design and their Real-Time Validations

3.1. PD/PID based Control Scheme

In this class, the PID control scheme is selected as a representative control scheme mainly due to the following
reasons. It is the most popular control algorithm widely applied in robotic systems, including UUVs. In addition to the simple architecture of the PID control scheme, this control law fulfills the basic control objectives for many real-time applications Guerrero et al. (2019c), Kim et al. (2013). Indeed, most of the advanced control schemes proposed in literature depend implicit or explicitly on some form of the PID philosophy Somefun et al. (2021). Thus, this control scheme is considered as a benchmark in the domain of automatic control.

3.1.1. Basic design principle

The standard PID control algorithm has the following architecture:

$$u(t) = K_p e(t) + K_i \int_0^t e(\sigma)d\sigma + K_d \dot{e}(t)$$ (14)

where $u(t)$ defines the control input signal, $e(t)$ is the error signal representing the difference between the desired and output signals, while $K_p$, $K_i$, and $K_d$ are respectively the feedback proportional, integral, and derivative gains. Note that an optimal tuning of these feedback gains is a tedious task. Therefore, a lot of tuning strategies can be found in the literature Tijjani and Chemori (2020). Despite all the success recorded by the PID control scheme and its enhanced versions, non-optimal feedback gains can often result in an unstable behavior of the overall closed-loop dynamics. For further details about the basic design principle of this kind of controllers, the reader can refer to the following key references: Tijjani and Chemori (2021), Hou and Cheah (2011), Ippoliti et al. (2005), Lin et al. (2008), Campos et al. (2017), Wan et al. (2019) etc.

3.1.2. Application to UUVs tracking control

We propose to improve the standard PID structure in (14), as well as in Tijjani and Chemori (2021), by adding the desired feedforward dynamics of the vehicle in (9). The main goal of the controller is to guide the vehicle to follow the desired trajectory designed as follows:

$$\eta_d(t) = [x_d(t), y_d(t), z_d(t), \phi_d(t), \theta_d(t), \psi_d(t)]^T$$ (15)

If the vehicle’s trajectory is expressed as:

$$\eta(t) = [x(t), y(t), z(t), \phi(t), \theta(t), \psi(t)]^T$$ (16)

The tracking error $e(t)$ and its first time-derivative are computed as follows:

$$e(t) = \eta_d(t) - \eta(t), \quad \dot{e}(t) = \dot{\eta}_d(t) - \dot{\eta}(t)$$ (17)

where $e(t) = [e_1(t), e_2(t), ..., e_6(t)]^T$ is a vector of the tracking errors, $\dot{e}(t) = [\dot{e}_1(t), \dot{e}_2(t), ..., \dot{e}_6(t)]^T$ represents the first time-derivative of $e(t)$, while $\dot{\eta}(t)$ and $\dot{\eta}_d(t)$ are first time-derivatives of the vehicle’s $(\eta(t))$ and desired $(\eta_d(t))$ trajectories, respectively. The vector of the control inputs $\tau$ of the vehicle (Leonard UUV) is designed as:

$$\tau^* = J^T(\eta) \left[ M^*_q(\eta)\dot{\eta}_d + C^*_q(v, \eta)\dot{\eta} + D^*_q(v, \eta)\dot{\eta}_d \right] + g^*_q(\eta) + K_p e(t) + K_i \int_0^t e(\sigma)d\sigma + K_d \dot{e}(t)$$ (18)

where $\tau^* = [\tau_x^*, \tau_y^*, \tau_z^*, \tau_{\phi}^*, \tau_{\theta}^*, \tau_{\psi}^*]^T$ defines the vector of the control inputs for the six DOFs. $K_p = diag\{k_{p1}, k_{p2}, ..., k_{p6}\} > 0$, $K_i = diag\{k_{i1}, k_{i2}, ..., k_{i6}\} > 0$, and $K_d = diag\{k_{d1}, k_{d2}, ..., k_{d6}\} > 0$ are the feedback gains matrices. The remaining terms have been defined previously. The closed-loop stability analysis of this control law and its improved version, implemented on UUV, can be found in Tijjani and Chemori (2020) and Guerrero et al. (2019c), respectively.

3.2. SMC based Control Scheme

Although though a first-order sliding-mode control (SMC) scheme has been noticed for dealing with time-varying disturbances and parametric uncertainties, this approach requires infinite control bandwidths Fischer et al. (2014b), Wang and Su (2021). This problem leads to chattering phenomena. To alleviate the chattering in first-order SMC, a second-order SMC scheme like a Robust Integral of the Sign of the Error (RISE) control has been proposed for UUVs in Fischer et al. (2014b). Based on the real-time experimental results obtained in Fischer et al. (2014b), we proposed to use the RISE controller as our representative control scheme in this class.

3.2.1. Basic design principle

The design of the standard RISE controller for a multiple-input multiple-out (MIMO) system is revisited by considering the following dynamics:

$$M(q, \dot{q})\ddot{q}(t) + F(q, \dot{q}, t) = u(t)$$ (19)

where $q(t) \in \mathbb{R}^{nx1}$ defines the state of the system with $n$ DOFs and $u(t) \in \mathbb{R}^{nx1}$ represents the control input. $M(q, \dot{q}) \in \mathbb{R}^{nxn}$ and $F(q, \dot{q}, t) \in \mathbb{R}^{nx1}$ are the uncertain functions of the dynamic system.

To facilitate the design of the controller, an auxiliary tracking error is computed as follows Xian et al. (2004):

$$e_2(t) = \dot{e}_1(t) + a_1 e_1(t)$$ (20)

where $e_1(t) = q_d(t) - q(t)$ is the tracking error, $q_d(t)$ is the desired trajectory, $q(t)$ is the system trajectory, $\dot{e}_1(t)$ is the first time-derivative of $e_1(t)$, and $a_1 > 0$ is a positive constant.

Similarly, a second filter tracking error $r(t)$ is designed as a function of (20), subsequently as follows:

$$r(t) = \dot{e}_2(t) + a_2 e_2(t)$$ (21)

where $a_2 > 0$ is also a positive constant and $e_2(t)$ has been derived in (20), $\dot{e}_2(t)$ is the first time-derivative of $e_2(t)$. Note
that \( r(t) \) is not used in the control design. It is only proposed to simplify closed-loop stability analysis.

Finally, the standard RISE controller for the dynamics in (19) is designated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
 u(t) &= (k_s + I)e_2(t) - (k_s + I)e_2(0) \\
 &+ \int_0^t (k_s + I)\alpha_2 e_2(\sigma)d\sigma + \int_0^t \beta_\text{sgn}(e_2(\sigma))d\sigma,
\end{align*}
\] (22)

Note that the system’s initial condition is assumed to be zero. Otherwise, the controller requires an initial condition. Where \( k_s = \text{diag} \{k_{s1}, k_{s2}, \ldots, k_{sn}\} \) and \( \beta = \text{diag}\{\beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots, \beta_n\} \) are the matrices containing the controller’s parameters. \( I = \text{diag}\{I_1, I_2, \ldots, I_n\} \) is an identity matrix and \( sgn \) is the standard sigmoid function (For more details on the basic design principle of this kind of control laws, the reader can refer to the following main references: Xian et al. (2004), Fischer et al. (2014b), Wang and Su (2021), etc.).

3.3.3. Application to UUVs tracking control

Even though the standard RISE controller is a non-model-based scheme, inspired from Fischer et al. (2014b), we propose to compensate the dynamics of the vehicle in the control architecture. Hence, the RISE control scheme is designed as follows:

\[
\tau^* = J^T(\eta) \left[ M^*_\eta(\eta)\dot{\eta}_d + C^*_\eta(\nu, \eta)\dot{\eta}_d + D^*_\eta(\nu, \eta)\dot{\eta}_d \right. \\
+ (K_s + I)\alpha_1 e_1^*(t) - (K_s + I)\alpha_1 e_1^*(0) + \left. \int_0^t (K_s + I) \right]
\] (23)

where \( \alpha_1 = \alpha_1(e(t)) \), are the gains matrices. \( e(t) \) and \( \dot{e}(t) \) have been defined in (17). \( I = \text{diag}\{I_1, I_2, \ldots, I_n\} \) is an identity matrix, while the remaining terms have been defined previously.

Remark 6. It is worth noting that despite the implementation simplicity of the standard RISE control scheme, its stability analysis is not a trivial task. The detail stability study of this controller implemented on a UUV can be found in Fischer et al. (2014b).

3.3. Adaptive based Control Scheme

It is well-known that having partial/complete knowledge of the UUV’s dynamics enhances the effectiveness of a tracking controller. On the other hand, this dynamics is always difficult to obtain a priori. To deal with this critical issue, an adaptive control scheme has been proposed as one of the ultimate solutions. The fundamental design technique of this scheme is given subsequently.

3.3.1. Basic design principle

Since most of the robotic system has the linearity property in terms of their parameters, this quality is often exploited in adaptive control design Antonelli et al. (2001). Based on this notion, the six DOFs dynamics of robotic systems can be generally represented as follows:

\[
\Gamma = \Phi(\cdot)\theta
\] (24)

where \( \Gamma \in \mathbb{R}^{n_{x}\times 1} \) is the vector of the control inputs, \( \Phi(\cdot) \in \mathbb{R}^{n_{x}\times n_{\theta}} \) is a regressor matrix containing the known part of the system’s dynamics, and \( \theta \in \mathbb{R}^{n_{\theta}\times 1} \) is the vector of the unknown dynamic parameters.

From (24), an adaptive law can be designed to update the dynamics online. Next, a feedback control algorithm is added to achieve the control objectives (For further details about the basic design principle of this kind of controllers, the reader can refer to the following key references: Antonelli et al. (2001), Saied et al. (2019), Fischer et al. (2014a), Maalouf et al. (2015b), etc.).

3.3.2. Application to UUVs tracking control

Inspired by Antonelli et al. (2001), the UUV dynamics in (9) can be expressed as:

\[
\Phi(\eta, \eta, \eta, v)\dot{\theta} = r^*_\eta(\eta) + w^*_\eta(t)
\] (25)

where \( \Phi(\cdot) \in \mathbb{R}^{n_{x}\times n_{\theta}} \) is a regressor matrix and \( \theta \in \mathbb{R}^{n_{\theta}\times 1} \) is the vector of the dynamic parameters.

Based on (25), the adaptive control scheme for the vehicle is designed as follows:

\[
\tau^* = J^T(\eta) \left[ \Phi(\dot{\eta}_d, \dot{\eta}_d, \eta_d)\dot{\theta} + K_p\dot{e}(t) + K_d e(t) \right]
\] (26)

To improve the efficiency of this control scheme, the desired trajectories are used instead of the acquired ones from the vehicle’s sensors. It is worth to note that the dynamic parameters are estimated based on the tracking error. These parameters are update online using an adaptation law design as follows:

\[
\dot{\theta} = K_s^{-1}\Phi^T(\cdot)[e(t) + \Lambda e(t)]
\] (27)

where \( \dot{\theta} \) is the first time-derivative of \( \theta \), \( \Lambda > 0 \), and \( K_s^{-1} = \text{diag}\{k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_6\} \) is the adaptation gain matrix. \( K_p = \text{diag}\{k_{p1}, k_{p2}, \ldots, k_{p6}\} \) and \( K_d = \text{diag}\{k_{d1}, k_{d2}, \ldots, k_{d6}\} \) are the feedback gains. \( e(t) \) and \( \dot{e}(t) \) have been defined in (17), while the remaining terms have been defined previously. Further details on how to design the matrix \( \Phi(\cdot) \) can be found in Tijjani and Chemori (2020), Antonelli et al. (2001), and Saied et al. (2019).

3.4. Observation-based Control Scheme

The main challenge always faced in the automatic control community is how to obtain full-state measurements when designing a controller. In fact, most of the control schemes in the literature are designed based on the assumption that the full-state measurements of the dynamical systems are accessible. As discussed previously, from the practical perspective, this assumption may not be true always. To deal with this critical issue of the full-state measurements, state observers are proposed for the full-state...
estimation of many physical systems Zemouche et al. (2019), Ajwad et al. (2019). One of the famous observer structures in the literature is the high gain observer (HGO) due to its ability to estimate online the time derivatives of the outputs Esfandiari and Khalil (1992). Similarly, we consider HGO as our representative observer in this work.

### 3.4.1. Basic design principle

To demonstrate briefly the design of HGO, let us first consider the following second-order nonlinear dynamics:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= x_2 \\
\dot{x}_2 &= \phi(x_2, x_1, u, \chi) \\
y &= x_1
\end{align*}
\]

(28)

where \((x_2, x_1)\) are the system’s states, \(u\) is a vector of the control inputs, \((x_2(0), x_1(0))\) denote the initial conditions, \(\chi\) represents a time-varying external disturbance, and \(y\) is the output of the dynamic system.

Based on the assumption that the dynamics (28) is controllable by the state feedback controller \(u = \gamma(x_2, x_1)\), the HGO can be designed to provide the states \((\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1)\) estimations to this controller as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\hat{x}}_1 &= \hat{x}_2 + h_1(y - \hat{x}_1) \\
\dot{\hat{x}}_2 &= \phi(\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1, \gamma(\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1)) + h_2(y - \hat{x}_1)
\end{align*}
\]

(29)

where \((\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1)\) are the estimates of \((x_2, x_1)\), respectively. \(\gamma(\cdot)\) is the control law. \(\phi(\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1, \gamma(\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1))\) represents the nominal model of the \(\dot{\phi}(\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1, \gamma(\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1))\) and \((h_1, h_2)\) are the observer gains.

At this point, the estimation error dynamics (difference between (29) and (28)) is expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\hat{e}}_1 &= \hat{x}_2 - \hat{x}_1 \\
\dot{\hat{e}}_2 &= \phi(\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1, \gamma(\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1)) - h_2(\hat{x}_2 - \hat{x}_2)
\end{align*}
\]

(30)

where \(\phi = \dot{\phi}(\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1, \gamma(\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1))\) and \(\dot{\phi}(\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1, \gamma(\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1))\).

To ensure the fast decay of \(\hat{e}_2\) and \(\hat{e}_2\), the gains \(h_1\) and \(h_2\) should be designed as the observer high gains, which is demonstrated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{h}_1 &= \frac{c_1}{E} \\
\hat{h}_2 &= \frac{c_2}{E^2}
\end{align*}
\]

(31)

where \((c_1 > 0, c_2 > 0)\) are designed parameters and \(E > 0\) is a positive constant (with a small value).

Next, (30) can be transformed and redefined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
E\dot{\hat{g}}_1 &= g_2 - c_1\hat{g}_1 \\
E\dot{\hat{g}}_2 &= E\dot{\phi} - c_2\hat{g}_1
\end{align*}
\]

(32)

where \(g_1 = \frac{\hat{x}_2}{E}\) and \(g_2 = \hat{x}_2\). It is worth noting that making the numerical value of the parameter \(E\) very close to the zero suppresses the negative effects of disturbances in \(\phi\).

On the other hand, the error dynamics will become faster compared to the system’s dynamics (28); this always results in the peaking problem (For more details concerning the basic design principle of this kind of observers, as well as their peaking problems, the reader can refer to the following main references: Khalil (2008), Khalil and Praly (2014), Dabroom and Khalil (2001), etc.).

### 3.4.2. Application to UUVs tracking control

We propose that the selected HGO should work in tandem with a generalized super-twisting controller (GSTC). The main reason is due to the effectiveness demonstrated by the controller in several real-time validations from the literature (see for instance, Borlaug et al. (2021), Guerrero et al. (2019b), Borlaug et al. (2021), etc.). Additionally, the closed-loop stability analysis of this controller is well-established. To facilitate the observer/control scheme development, first, the vehicle’s dynamics in (20) is expressed in the so-called state-space form, as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\eta}(t) &= A\eta(t) + B\mu(t) + D\hat{w}(t) \\
y(t) &= C\eta(t)
\end{align*}
\]

(33)

where \(\eta(t) = [\eta(t)^T \eta(t)]^T\), \(A\eta(t) = \begin{bmatrix} 0_{6 \times 6} & I_{6 \times 6} \\ 0_{6 \times 6} & -[M\eta(\eta)]^{-1} \end{bmatrix}\), \(B\mu(t) = \begin{bmatrix} 0_{6 \times 6} \cdot [M\eta(\eta)]^{-1} \end{bmatrix} \cdot \hat{w}(t)\), \(y(t)\) is the output vector, \(C\) is the output matrix, and the dynamics terms have been previously defined. Note that the dimensions of \(y(t)\) and \(C\) depend on the number of sensors installed on the vehicle.

Also, the matrix \(A\eta(t)\) can be easily transformed into the triangular structure. Then, the whole dynamics is rewritten in an extended state-space form as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\tilde{\eta}}(t) &= \bar{A}\tilde{\eta}(t) + \bar{B}\mu(t) + \bar{D}\hat{w}(t) \\
\tilde{y}(t) &= \bar{C}\tilde{\eta}(t)
\end{align*}
\]

(34)

where \(\tilde{\eta}(t) = [\eta(t)^T \hat{w}(t)]^T\), \(\bar{A} = \begin{bmatrix} A & D \\ 0_{6 \times 12} & 0_{6 \times 6} \end{bmatrix}\), \(\bar{B} = \begin{bmatrix} B \\ 0_{6 \times 6} \end{bmatrix}\), \(\bar{C} = [C 0_{6 \times 6}]\), and \(\hat{w}(t) = \hat{w}(t)\).

**Remark 7.** The term \(\hat{w}(t)\) is a continuous Lipschitz function. The vehicle’s dynamics and this function are bounded based on the dynamic properties discussed in Section II. This also means that \(\hat{w}(t)\) and \(\hat{w}(t)\) are assumed to be smooth and bounded.

Inspired from the HGO developed in Atassi and Khalil (2000), we extend and design the same structure to UUV dynamics in (34), as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\tilde{\eta}}(t) &= \bar{A}\tilde{\eta}(t) + \bar{B}\mu(t) + \bar{H}(y(t) - \bar{C}\tilde{\eta}(t))
\end{align*}
\]

(35)
where $\hat{\eta}(t)$ is a vector of the estimated states by the HGO, $\dot{\hat{\eta}}(t)$ is a vector of the first time-derivative of $\hat{\eta}(t)$, and $H = \text{diag}(H_1, H_2, \ldots, H_{18})$ is a diagonal matrix of the high-gain parameters of the HGO. Each element of the matrix $H$ is designed as $H_j = \frac{h_j}{\epsilon^j}$, where $j = 1, 18$.

For the ease of the controller design, let us consider the sliding surface of the controller as,

$$\sigma(t) = \dot{\varepsilon}(t) + \Delta \varepsilon(t)$$

where $\varepsilon(t) = \eta_d(t) - \hat{\eta}(t)$ and $\dot{\varepsilon}(t) = \dot{\eta}_d(t) - \dot{\hat{\eta}}(t)$. Note that the controller uses the states (i.e. $\hat{\eta}(t), \dot{\hat{\eta}}(t)$) estimated by the HGO, $\sigma(t) = [\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_6]^T$ is a vector of the sliding surface, $\Delta = \text{diag}\{\Delta_1, \Delta_2, \ldots, \Delta_6\}$ is a positive definite matrix.

Next, the GSTC is designed for the six DOFs of the vehicle as follows:

$$\tau^* = J^T(\hat{\eta}) M^*(\hat{\eta}) \hat{\eta}_d(t) + \Delta \varepsilon(t) - F(\hat{\eta}) - \nu$$

where $F(\hat{\eta}) = -[M^*(\hat{\eta})]^{-1}[C^*(\hat{\eta}, \dot{\hat{\eta}}) + D^*(\hat{\eta}, \ddot{\hat{\eta}})] + g^*(\hat{\eta})$, and $\nu$ is expressed as:

$$\nu = -K_1^* \Psi_1(\sigma) + \lambda$$

Then, $\lambda$ is given as:

$$\lambda = -K_2^* \Psi_2(\sigma)$$

By considering a scalar case, the elements of the $\Psi_1(\sigma)$ and $\Psi_2(\sigma)$ are formulated as follows:

$$\Psi_1(\sigma_i) = m_{i1} |\sigma_i|^{0.5} \text{sgn}(\sigma_i) + m_{i2} \sigma_i, \quad i = 1, 6$$

$$\Psi_2(\sigma_i) = \frac{1}{2} k_{1i} \text{sgn}(|\sigma_i|) + \frac{3}{2} m_{i1} m_{i2} |\sigma_i|^{0.5} \text{sgn}(\sigma_i) + m_{i2}^2 \sigma_i$$

with $m_{i1} \geq 0, m_{i2} \geq 0, K_1^* = \text{diag}\{k_{11}^*, k_{12}^*, \ldots, k_{16}^*\}$, and $K_2^* = \text{diag}\{k_{21}^*, k_{22}^*, \ldots, k_{26}^*\}$. The remaining terms have been defined previously.

### 3.5. Combined Control Scheme for UUVs Tracking

To clearly demonstrate the idea of a combined control scheme in a simple way, we propose to adapt the feedforward dynamics of the observer/controller scheme designed in the previous class as follows:

$$\tau^* = J^T(\hat{\eta}) \Phi(\hat{\eta}, \dot{\hat{\eta}}, \ddot{\hat{\eta}}) + \Delta \varepsilon(t) - \nu$$

where all the terms in (41) have been designed using the same methodology applied in the adaptive based control scheme as well as the approach used in the observation-based class (For further details about the basic design principle of this type of control algorithms, the reader can refer to the following key references: Miao et al. (2013), Qiu et al. (2021), Jiang et al. (2021), Zhu et al. (2021), Qiao and Zhang (2019), Xu et al. (2015), etc.).

### 3.6. Autonomous Vehicle Description

The representative control schemes in this survey, designed previously in this section, are implemented and carefully compared in real-time using a fully actuated vehicle named Leonard UUV. This vehicle is one of the UUVs available at LIRMM, University of Montpellier, CNRS. The technical aspects of Leonard UUV have been described in Tijjani et al. (2021). In this survey, we propose to revisit some of these technical features to point out another challenging issue that affects the performance of autonomous control algorithms for UUVs in real-time marine missions. Leonard UUV has six independent thrusters, which make the vehicle highly maneuverable when operating either in autonomous or shared control mode with a remote human pilot. Furthermore, in the design of this vehicle, the positions of its two centers (i.e. buoyancy and gravity) coincide in order to stabilize both the roll ($\phi$) and the pitch ($\theta$) angles around zero naturally (i.e. $\phi \approx 0 \approx \theta$). Additionally, keeping these angles close to zero minimizes the vehicle’s energy consumption. Furthermore, the vehicle uses two sensors for depth and attitude measurements, as described in TABLE 2. We can observe that in TABLE 2, the sensors have different sampling frequencies; these characteristics of the sensors may negatively affect the performance of the observer/controller algorithm implemented on this vehicle.

**Remark 8.** Note that some of the above features of this vehicle may simplify or complicate the control design for the vehicle. For this reason, in this survey, we focus on real-time validation and critical evaluation of each representative controller’s ability to stabilize the vehicle around the desired position and attitude autonomously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Specifications/Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitude Sensor</td>
<td>Sparkfun MPU 9250, 9-axes gyrometer, accelerometer and magnetometer microprocessor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth Sensor</td>
<td>Pressure sensor MS5803-02BA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>75cm (L) x 55cm (W) x 45cm (H).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Periods</td>
<td>Attitude sensor = 40ms and Depth sensor = 50ms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing Resource</td>
<td>Dell Latitude E6230 Intel Core i7 - 2.9 GHz, 16 GB of RAM, 64 bits Windows 10 OS, Microsoft Visual C++ 2015. 9N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floatability</td>
<td>28kg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>100m (range depending on the depth sensor).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Consumption</td>
<td>24V, 600W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrusters</td>
<td>6-SeaBotix BTD190 continuous thrust 2.2kgf each with Syren 10 drivers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leonard UUV has six independent thrusters, which make the vehicle highly maneuverable when operating either in autonomous or shared control mode with a remote human pilot. Furthermore, in the design of this vehicle, the positions of its two centers (i.e. buoyancy and gravity) coincide in order to stabilize both the roll ($\phi$) and the pitch ($\theta$) angles around zero naturally (i.e. $\phi \approx 0 \approx \theta$). Additionally, keeping these angles close to zero minimizes the vehicle’s energy consumption. Furthermore, the vehicle uses two sensors for depth and attitude measurements, as described in TABLE 2. We can observe that in TABLE 2, the sensors have different sampling frequencies; these characteristics of the sensors may negatively affect the performance of the observer/controller algorithm implemented on this vehicle.

**Remark 8.** Note that some of the above features of this vehicle may simplify or complicate the control design for the vehicle. For this reason, in this survey, we focus on real-time validation and critical evaluation of each representative controller’s ability to stabilize the vehicle around the desired position and attitude autonomously.
3.7. Summary of the Main Implementation Issues

Although we addressed the theoretical design of the six DOFs of the representative controllers previously, for performance evaluation in real-time validation, without loss of generality, we will focus on the autonomous control of two DOFs of the vehicle, that is,

- **The depth.** This DOF represents the vertical translational motion of the vehicle.
- **The yaw.** This DOF describes the heading of the vehicle.

**Remark 9.** Note that the vehicle is not equipped with sophisticated sensors like DVL to provide real-time measurements of the surge x and the sway y translational speeds. In most low-cost commercially available UUVs, these DOFs are either not measured or controlled in open-loop, due to the expensive cost of the DVL sensor.

Additionally, in many marine tasks, the UUVs need to precisely follow the desired depth and the desired heading as accurate as possible, that is, with zero or minimal error Campos et al. (2017).

For all these reasons, in our real-time validation approach, we carefully access all the representative controllers’ ability to maintain the vehicle’s trajectories within the vicinity of the desired trajectories. Also, these real-time experiments can serve as a benchmark to select the most suitable control scheme for UUVs operating in different marine conditions. It is worth noting that the efficiency of most of the control algorithms, when deployed to UUVs for real-time applications, is significantly degraded, caused by many factors like the effects of the unmodelled dynamics, internal/external disturbances, parametric uncertainties, and unpredictable operating environments. The scenarios-based real-time experiments proposed in this survey, are conducted in a laboratory-scale testing pool at LIRMM, depicted in Fig. 3. All the proposed representative controllers are implemented on Leonard UUV using C++ in Visual Studio 2015 IDE. The C++ codes for the representative controllers are written using a laptop computer having Intel Core i7-5600U 2.6 GHz CPU, 16 GB of memory (RAM) and Windows 10 as its operating system. These control laws are computed and sent to the propulsion system based on signals acquired from the vehicle’s sensors (i.e. depth, inertial measurement unit IMU).

3.8. Proposed Real-Time Experimental Scenarios

To evaluate the performance of all the representative controllers in terms of tracking precision, energy consumption, and robustness, we propose to test the following scenarios in real-time for trajectories (illustrated in Fig. 4) tracking tasks:

- **Scenario 1 (Nominal Case):** The main motivation of this scenario is to tune the feedback gains of each representative controller online for a fair comparative study. The gains of each controller which produce the best tracking performance are maintained for all the subsequent tests. It is worth noting that, in this experiment, the Leonard UUV is not subjected to any external perturbations; however the controller performance may be affected by the sensors’ measurement noise of the vehicle.

- **Scenario 2 (Robustness Towards Parametric Variations):** In this experiment, the robustness of each representative control algorithm is assessed subject to variation in damping and buoyancy (as illustrated in Fig. 5) while performing the task of tracking the desired trajectories.

- **Scenario 3 (External Disturbances Rejection):** This experiment is proposed to investigate how the tracking precision of the representative controllers is affected for real-life tasks such as loading an object (e.g. tool, sample, etc.) and dropping it at a specific desired depth, as demonstrated in Fig. 6. Furthermore, this test will show how the controllers reject a sudden change in the vehicle’s weight.

3.9. Real-Time Experimental Comparative Study

In order to study and compare all the five selected representative control schemes, we propose to reassess the efficiency of these control schemes (i.e. model-based PID, MBPID) is an enhanced version of the controller proposed in Tijjani and Chemori (2021); model-based RISE, MBRISE is a slight improvement of the control scheme developed in Fischer et al. (2014b); adaptive model-based PD, AMPD is a modification of the control law implemented in Antonelli et al. (2001); observation-based GSTC, OBS-GSTC is a model-based observer/GSTC designed in Bormaug et al. (2021); and observation-based adaptive GSTC, OBS-AGSTC) in terms of robustness towards parametric uncertainties, time-varying external disturbances rejection, and energy consumption in real-time marine applications as follows.

3.9.1. Obtained Results of Scenario 1 (Nominal Case)

In this real-time mission, the vehicle is used for a tracking task with predefined desired trajectories displayed in Figure 7 (top plots). Note that the vehicle follows these trajectories simultaneously. Focusing first on the depth DOF, the vehicle moves to the desired depth of 0.3 m w.r.t our
Figure 4: An illustration of the time-varying predefined desired trajectories (i.e. (A) desired depth and (B) desired yaw) propose to evaluate the performance of the representative control schemes for the tracking tasks using Leonard UUV.

Figure 5: Illustration of a simple reconfiguration of the vehicle for robustness towards uncertainties test: a float and a rigid plastic sheet are fixed to the vehicle in order to increase the buoyancy (by +50%) and the rotational drag on the yaw (by +90%), respectively.

testing pool’s surface and stabilizes at this position for about 35 seconds. Then, it goes vertically upwards to a new desired depth of 0.2 m w.r.t the surface and stays there until the end of the mission. For the case of the vehicle’s attitude, it turns from its initial yaw of approximately 0° to the desired one set around +60°. After maintaining this orientation for around 33 seconds, the heading of the vehicle is reset to −60° till the end of this mission. Based on the main goal of this test, highlighted previously, the control parameters giving the best tracking for each controller are kept the same in the subsequent missions; this will ensure a fair comparison of all the five representative control schemes. From Fig. 7 (top left plot), we can quickly observe that the two observation-based schemes (i.e. OBS-GSTC and OBS-AGSTC) compensate for the dynamic of the vehicle and converge to the desired trajectories. Although the MBPID and AMPD also converge faster, they oscillate around the desired depth and diverge slightly compared to the OBS-GSTC and OBS-AGSTC schemes. On the other hand, the yaw tracking of the OBS-GSTC and the OBS-AGSTC schemes are highly affected by the vehicle’s tether drag, caused by the observer error combined with the tracking error. In fact, the yaw tracking of the OBS-AGSTC is slightly higher, caused by the sensitivity of the yaw measurement as well as the time taken for the adaptation to counteract the effect of the time-varying dynamics of the vehicle. Also, the tracking performance of the MBRISE is good. Moreover, this controller neutralized the negative effect of the tether’s drag from the beginning of the mission. Note that the main drawback of all the non-observation-based schemes is that they need full-states measurements. Even though the observation-based schemes are slightly prone to the tether’s drag, they outperformed all the remaining controllers in terms of depth tracking. This claim is confirmed by Fig. 7 (middle left plot) as well as the numerical quantification (summarized in Table 3 and Fig. 10) of the tracking errors using root mean square error (RMSE) criterion, given in (42) as follows:

\[
RMSE[\mathbf{e}(t)]_{\text{vehicle's position/attitude}} = \left[ \frac{1}{T_f} \int_0^{T_f} \| \mathbf{e}(t) \|^2 \, dt \right]^{1/2}
\]
where $e(t)$ has been defined in (17) and $T_f$ represents the period of the real-time mission.

The obtained results clearly show how a careful combination of two or more control schemes can enhance tracking precision and reduce the expensive cost of sensors.

Concerning the control inputs, one can notice chattering free signals for the case of MBPID and MBRISE according to the bottom plots of Fig. 7. A slight chattering is observed in the control inputs of both the OBS-GSTC and the OBS-AGSTC, as depicted in Fig. 7 (bottom plots displaying the evolution of the control inputs versus time). For the AMPD, the control signals oscillate (around $[2, -3.5]$ N for the depth and between $[-0.1, -0.3]$ Nm for the yaw). Besides better depth tracking, the OBS-AGSTC is among the controllers that consume less energy. We numerically quantify the control efforts of all the representative controllers using the integral of control inputs index (INT), expressed mathematically as:

$$ INT[\mathbf{r}]_{\text{vehicle's position/attitude}} = \int_{t_i}^{t_f} \| \mathbf{r}(t) \|^2 dt $$

where $\mathbf{r}(t)$ has been defined in (18). $t_i$ and $t_f$ are the initial and final times of the mission, respectively. It is worth noting that all the control inputs of representative controllers stay within the admissible limit of the vehicle’s actuators. A summary of the obtained computational results of the INT index for all the controllers is given in Table 4.

### 3.9.2. Obtained Results of Scenario 2 (Robustness Towards Damping and Buoyancy Changes)

To introduce parametric variation in the dynamics presented in (9), we reconfigure our vehicle using a simple technique, illustrated in Figure 5. From the same figure, the rigid plastic sheet (0.45 m x 0.1 m) changes the rotational drag along the yaw axis; thus, increasing the magnitude of the matrix $D^*_\phi(t)$ to $D^*_\phi(t) + \Delta D^*_\phi(t)$ ($\Delta D^*_\phi(t) = +90\%$) compared to its nominal value. Similarly, the float mounted on the vehicle (cf. Figure 5) modifies the vector $\mathbf{g}_q(t)$ to $\mathbf{g}_q(t) + \Delta \mathbf{g}_q(t)$ (with $\Delta g_q(t) = +50\%$ w.r.t its nominal value).

To this end, the vehicle tracks the same predefined trajectories designed as in the nominal case. The introduced uncertainties expose the weakness of the PID/PD based schemes, especially in terms of depth tracking, as depicted in Fig. 8 (top left plot). This observation can be easily supported from Fig. 8 (middle left plot). Also, this experiment reveals that the tracking precision of the MBRISE controller is less affected despite the parametric uncertainties in the dynamics of the vehicle. Moreover, coupling an HGO or adaptive mechanism or both to the robust control scheme enhances the depth tracking of the UUVs. However, the controller may be much more sensitive to parametric variation such as tether drags. This problem (explicitly pronounced in OBS-AGSTC) can slightly degrade the other DOFs tracking, such as the yaw tracking performance in our case, as observed in Fig. 8 (middle right plot). The main reason is that the observer/adaptation dynamics need to be faster than the vehicle’s dynamics, which may trigger peaking phenomena for the HGO or high oscillations in the adaptation behavior. Note that the accuracy of the yaw tracking of both the OBS-GSTC and the OBS-AGSTC can satisfy many control objectives in real-time marine applications, confirmed by the RMS error summarized in Table 3.

Furthermore, we can also notice that the MBRISE consumes far less energy compared to all the representative controllers for depth tracking, as shown in Fig. 10. Additionally, this controller is among the representative control schemes with less energy consumption for the yaw tracking task. For easy comparison, we summarize the numerical results of the INT index in Table 4.

### 3.9.3. Obtained Results of Scenario 3 (External Disturbances Rejection)

Recall that this real-time scenario is used to demonstrate a practical marine task, where a robotic arm is installed on the vehicle for the transportation and manipulation of objects (tools, samples, etc.). Based on this notion, we tie a load at the base of the vehicle with an inextensible thread (of negligible mass), as demonstrated in Fig. 6. The main objective is that the vehicle will be abruptly disturbed as it reaches the desired depth of 0.3 m since the load will be resting on the testing pool’s floor; hence, this will lead to the cancelling out of the load’s effect on the vehicle. The influence of the load is reactivated again when the vehicle is moving vertically upwards to the new desired depth of 0.2 m. Overall, this method produces approximately a similar behaviour representing a sudden dropping or lifting of an object by the vehicle in an underwater site.

The trackings of all the representative control schemes are depicted in Fig. 9 (top plots). From the same figure, we can observe that the attached load prevents the MBPID to converge to the desired depth until its influence is deactivated. A static offset reappears on the depth tracking of this controller when the effect of the load becomes active again. In contrast, the remaining controllers neutralize the influence of the load and converge to the desired depth. However, it takes MBRISE around 7 seconds to be closed to the desired depth due to the fixed feedback gains of the controller, as shown in Fig. 9 (middle left plot). The yaw trackings, and their tracking error for all the controllers, are shown in Fig. 9 (top and middle right plots, respectively). Moreover, the 3D graphical representation of the depth and the yaw RMSE indices is displayed in Fig. 10. The numerical values of these indices are summarized in Table 3. Note that the aggressive behaviour of the GSTC and the observation error of HGO make the yaw trackings of both the OBS-GSTC and the OBS-AGSTC too sensitive to the vehicle’s tether drag. Even though the vehicle receives power as well as the autonomous control signals from the surface station through this tether, it is worth mentioning that it is difficult to manage during the real-time test. The obtained results in Table 4 show approximately less energy consumption in this scenario by all the controllers compared to the previous scenarios; this
Figure 7: Tracking performance comparison of all the key representative controllers in nominal case: the top plots display the depth and yaw tracking, while their corresponding tracking errors are shown in the middle plots. The bottom plots depict the evolution of the control input signals versus time.

Figure 8: Comparison of the robustness of all the key representative controllers towards parametric uncertainties: the reconfiguration of the vehicle’s physical structure changed the matrix $D^*_v(\cdot)$ and the vector $g^*_v(\cdot)$ of the vehicle’s dynamics to $D^*_v(\cdot) + \Delta D^*_v(\cdot)=+90\%$ and $g^*_v(\cdot) + \Delta g^*_v(\cdot)=+50\%$, respectively. The top plots show the depth and yaw trackings, while the tracking errors and the evolution of the control inputs versus time are displayed in the middle and the bottom plots, respectively.

may be due to the load helping to push the vehicle downwards, leading to much less stress on the vehicle’s propulsion system. Furthermore, the evolution of the control inputs signals versus time for the depth and the yaw during this mission is depicted in Fig. 9 (bottom plots). Furthermore, the evolution of the control input signals versus time for all the representative controllers during the depth and yaw trackings mission is depicted in Fig. 9 (bottom plots).
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Figure 9: Robustness of all the key representative control schemes towards external disturbances: dropping and lifting of a load.

Figure 10: 3D clustered column chart displaying a graphical comparison of depth and yaw RMSE tracking indices for all the representative control schemes.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Controllers</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$RMSE_{depth}$</td>
<td>MBPID</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MBRISE</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMPD</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBS-GSTC</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBS-AGSTC</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RMSE_{yaw}$</td>
<td>MBPID</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MBRISE</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMPD</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBS-GSTC</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBS-AGSTC</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Controllers</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$INT_{depth}$</td>
<td>MBPID</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MBRISE</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMPD</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBS-GSTC</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBS-AGSTC</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$INT_{yaw}$</td>
<td>MBPID</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MBRISE</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMPD</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBS-GSTC</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBS-AGSTC</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Even though many control schemes are proposed for UUVs in the literature, the design and the implementation
of autonomous control algorithms on such vehicles for real-time marine tasks still remain an open problem due to several factors like internal perturbations, time-varying external disturbances, UUVs’ inherent parametric uncertainties, unmodelled dynamics, unpredictable nature of underwater, etc. This issue becomes much more complex for the case of a fleet of low-cost UUVs. The main reasons include:

- The vehicles are only equipped with a few inexpensive sensors and actuators (e.g. Leonard UUV).
- Besides the complex architecture of the majority of the proposed control schemes, exploiting new robotic tools such as the well-known Robot Operating System (ROS) is challenging for real-time applications. Since the nodes of the ROS often communicate via wireless medium to simplify the implementation of these complex autonomous algorithms. In fact, radio communications are almost impossible in underwater environments Awan et al. (2019). An example of an offline application of the ROS on the UUVs can be found in Sukvichai et al. (2016).

According to some selected criteria such as the implementation simplicity, the tracking precision, the low computational cost, the fault-tolerant functionality, and the real-time prospect, most of the research works revisited, in this survey, have less impact on the domain of marine robotics. This proves that there are still more vague investigations gaps, especially when considering real-life applications. Hence, an extra research effort is highly recommended to develop a fully autonomous control scheme for UUVs operating in different underwater environmental settings. The potential control scheme should be able to (i) fulfil the real-time control objectives of different kinds of marine missions; and (ii) adapt intelligently to the dynamic, uncertain, and hostile nature of underwater environments without any modification in its structure. Moreover, this future candidate control scheme should also be able to overcome all the issues faced in day-to-day marine operations using UUVs, as pointed out previously in this work. The future trends may include the following:

1. **Combined control schemes**: It is difficult to design a single autonomous control algorithm satisfying even the most basic marine control objectives due to the well-known issues of both the UUVs and their operating environments. Based on this philosophy, a careful combination of two or more control schemes can be considered a promising direction to deal with some of the problems faced for controlling UUVs.

2. **Communication**: Several intervention operations in marine environments may require the cooperation of multi-agent UUVs. Hence, the simple method to create the desired formation of the vehicle for accomplishing some underwater missions is through robust communication networks. Therefore, distributed control between the multi-agent UUVs can also be considered a domain where more research inputs are needed; this will help in expanding the pipelining technology to the case of complex marine operations.

3. **Observation based control**: Another possibility is deploying the observation-based control scheme to hybrid multi-agent vehicles (operating in the water and the air) for addressing problems like maritime border surveillance, underwater search and rescue operations, oceanography, deep-sea mining works, divers tracking systems, autonomous disaster management systems, etc.

4. **Other sensitive areas**: They may include fault-tolerant control (FTC). To deploy this technology on UUVs, many technical questions need to be answered, such as how to detect the fault and its severity level as well as its estimate. Then, how to compensate for this fault while the vehicles are still conducting their mission without an interruption Kamel et al. (2020).

5. **Conclusion**

In this paper, we aim to survey the state of the art of various control schemes developed for the autonomous navigation of unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) as well as their design techniques. A simple classification has been proposed to show clearly the advantages and limitations of the main existing control schemes for the UUVs from the literature. Furthermore, a comparative study using representative controllers from the classes has been conducted to investigate the potentials of the schemes for real-life marine operations. To further facilitate the research inputs in the domain of autonomous control of UUVs, critical issues and future trends have been discussed briefly. In the near future, we may consider a similar survey focusing in-depth on all the strategies of model predictive control (MPC) implemented on the UUVs for real-time marine applications. Another recent area we want to investigate thoroughly, as part of our future works, is tracking control issues of the multi-UUV cooperation.
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